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Introduction
It has been clear from the press coverage, that there has been across Birmingham, a number of communities are
significantly upset with the draft boundary recommendations that are being consulted on. Indeed as well as wide
spread coverage in the print media, it has also been on TV, radio and on the internet. Clearly there are some
significant changes that need to be made to enable the new boundaries for Birmingham City Council wards actually
meet the criteria set out by the commission of :1) Improve electoral equality by equalising the number of electors each Councillor represents
2) Reflects community identity
3) Provide for effective and convenient local government
Indeed the level of anger of the draft scheme has been such that, as a group we have been approached to talk to
community groups from all over the City to discuss their concerns and to be asked for support in terms of alternatives
that they are proposing, to better fit their community. As a group, we have taken the view that given the extent of the
concerns raised it would be wrong for us to ignore the wishes of the local community. Therefore, we have wherever
possible adapted what the commission has proposed to fit in with the wishes of the local communities, indeed this
does mean in one part of the City, Acocks Green we are even suggesting the commission should amend a proposal
we originally put forward, as the local residents have made it clear that their amendment better fits the local
community than our original proposal.
We felt that it is better we admit we made a mistake and support the community than plough on with our original
suggestions. After all, in the end, this process should be about ensuring residents recognise the communities they live
in not about Political Parties forcing communities to have their communities broken up.
The only place in the City where we have not been able to pick up the communities wishes in full, is in Moseley/Balsall
Heath. We have totally changed our comments in this area to try and best fit in with what the community in Moseley
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wanted to put forward. However in the end, while we have general agreement around the main Moseley area, a
number of the parts on the edges, impacted on the wishes of other communities as well and so could not be
accommodated, as well as requiring a large number of neighbouring wards to be changed to be able to make
everything add up.
We ask that the Commission takes a close look at all the community submissions and gives proper weight to them
over and above the three political parties’ submissions, to ensure that residents get to keep their local identity. Indeed
where there is consensus amongst most the Political Parities and the local community then we would suggest that
should take priority over the current draft wards.

Summary
We have broken the City down into 6 sections for the purpose of looking at what changes we recommend the
Commission make. Overall, we are proposing the same number of Councillors, 101, however we have agreed with
communities in Sutton Coldfield, which wanted Whitehouse Common to be recognised in a ward of their own, rather
than being split over two. This means we are proposing 11 rather than 10 in Sutton Coldfield. This will also future
proof the proposals against the some 6000 new houses the Council expect to be built in Sutton Coldfield by 2030. In
meeting the wishes of communities in Edgbaston, the Jewellery Quarter and Handsworth we have made a number of
changes in the West Birmingham area, which results in one less Councillor. Overall this means the City wide total
remains the same.
The proposed changes will lead to 67 single member wards and 17 two member wards. This compares to 53 single
member wards in the commissions proposals and 24 two member wards.
Overall the changes proposed here would mean the average variance in the number of electors per a ward is lower
than what the commission proposed. This means that the proposals better meet the equality of elector’s requirement
of the commission criteria.
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Our suggested changes to Boundary Commission Draft
Recommendations
Sutton Coldfield – See map 1
In the Royal Town of Sutton Coldfield we have listened to the views of residents in the Whitehouse Common area and have spoken to the Town
Council referendum group about what would best work both for the residents and for the communities as well as the Town Council going
forward. Therefore we are proposing a single member Whitehouse Common Ward is created in this area. This will also mean that a few
anomalies in other wards can also be corrected.
Finally we have also agreed with the TCRG and the Boldmere Mums group, among other residents groups that Sutton Park should be split up
across all the wards that border the site, not just left in Four Oaks. The Park has significant community connection and it is right to have more
than one ward associated with it.

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Sutton
Boldmere

1

-3

7712

Sutton Four
Oaks

1

-6

7562

Sutton Maney

1

-7

7628
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Detail
The draft Boldmere Ward contained parts of the Maney
area of Sutton Coldfield, while not containing the
Boldmere Gate part of Sutton Park. By amending the
Northern border as shown this fixes both these problems
and provides better equality of electors.
We propose only a minor change to the Eastern border of
the draft ward to make a neater border that makes more
sense locally. In addition we support the communities’
request for the park to be split between multiple wards.
We propose using the railway line as the border on the
Eastern side of the ward. This means the Whitehouse

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Sutton Mere
Green

1

-7

7486

Sutton Parkside

1

0

7976

Sutton
Reddicap

1

-2

7892

Sutton
Roughley

1

-8

7424

Sutton Walmley
& Minworth

2

-8

14887

Sutton
Whitehouse
Common

1

-6

7603

Sutton Wylde
Green

1

-6

7601
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Detail
Common community can be reunited in one ward. To the
South the Maney areas of Boldmere and Wylde Green
are returned to the Maney Ward.
We propose a minor change to the draft ward by neating
the borders with Four Oaks and Roughley Wards to better
reflect the local community.
We propose only a minor change in this ward by the
Banners Gate of the park to add this area to the ward. We
would also support the resident backed name of Sutton
Banners Gate for this Ward.
We amend the draft ward by adding the Reddicap Heath
area which was included in Walmley to the South and
then by removing the Whitehouse Common area to the
North.
We propose a minor amendment to the West of the Ward
to take account of the fact the A453 Tamworth Road is a
major road which the community simply does not cross
over. To the North of the road is Roughley, to the South
of the road is Whitehouse Common.
We propose only a minor amendment to the Northern
border to take the Reddicap area of Thimble End and
return it to the Reddicap Ward.
In the draft scheme the Whitehouse Common Community
was split between Roughley, Maney and Reddicap
Wards. By removing those areas from each ward we
have created a Whitehouse Common Ward.
We propose only a minor amendment to the Northern
border to return the border road, currently split, to Maney
Ward where it belongs.

North Birmingham – See map 1
In the North Birmingham area, between the M6 and Sutton Coldfield, there has been significant public opposition to the proposals that have
been put forward by the commission. We have been contacted by, and met a coalition of Community Groups called North Birmingham
Community Together. Having met with them, we agree that their proposed changes are best for the local area and therefore are supporting
them in full for the North Birmingham area.
There has been a lot of upset over the breaking up of Oscott, with Bandywood being proposed to be taken out, the creation of a Perry Common
Ward that doesn’t include all of Perry Common and the break-up of a historic community in Erdington. The resident proposals here resolve all of
these issues and so should be adopted.
They also have the additional benefit of being a much fairer representation for electors with an average variation from the average number of
electors of 3.4% compared to the commissions 4.5%. This will therefore better ensure equality of electors in the area.
Ward name

Castle Vale

No of
Cllrs

1

Variance 2021

-8

Electorate

Detail

7403

The commission recognised the fact Castle Vale is a
clear community in it’s own right despite being on the
lower side of the allowed size. The only change we
propose is the addition of the area around the Jaguar
Factory. This makes no difference to the number of
electors but has historical significance given the Spitfires
which flew from the aerodrome on Castle Vale were
made at the Jaguar Factory site. This area could also be
added to Pype Hayes if the commission preferred given it
falls part of the Parish of Pype Hayes.
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Erdington

2

-1

15953

Gravelly Hill

2

-6

15079

Kingstanding

2

-3

15590
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Detail
Erdington is a historical community which has been
around since at least the Doomsday Book. The
community expanded rapidly with the addition of the
railway station in Victorian times. However, the
community was already well established from Court Lane
to Station Road and down to Spring Lane with cottages
that date back to the 1600’s to the early 1800’s still
visable in each location. Having had a well established
Urban District Council before being combined into
Birmingham in the early 1900’s, the community remains
fiercely independent and proud. Our proposed changes
would ensure the listed Erdington Abbey and a large
number of other Erdington community assets are kept in
an Erdington Ward. The commission had proposed taking
the top end of Erdington High Street towards the Cross
Keys out of Erdington, clearly a local High Street can’t be
broken like this so we suggest it should be returned into
Erdington Ward. It also restores the Gravelly
Lane/Goosemoor Lane and Orphanage Road parts of
Erdington to Erdington Ward.
Gravelly Hill was split between the Stockland Green and
Tyburn Ward in the draft proposals. This change would
combine those two halves to form Gravelly Hill Ward. This
is based around the Victorian community that grew
around Gravelly Hill Train Station.
Kingstanding is a well known community and our
alternative proposals would ensure that their local High
Street on Hawthorn Road is not split between two wards.
This is done by adding the area south of Hawthorn Road,
which has a Kingstanding address and postcode, to

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Oscott

2

-2

15708

Perry Common

1

4

8383

Pype Hayes

1

-3

7849

Stockland
Green

1

-2

7849
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Detail
Kingstanding Ward. This allows the Bandywood area of
Oscott to be returned to Oscott Ward, in which it has
always been. With this change the traditional border of
Kingstanding Road, separating Kingstanding and Oscott
can be retained. These changes ensure the best
representation of the local communities.
In the draft proposals the Oscott community is broken into
two, with the whole of the northern Oscott area, all with
an Oscott address taken out and a large area to the south
with a Kingstanding postcode retained. Therefore our
changes correct this and ensure the retention of all of
Oscott within the Oscott Ward.
The draft Perry Common Ward had a large area of Perry
Common round Court Farm Primary School excluded
from the ward. Our changes would reinstate this in Perry
Common. To the south of the ward the Wyrley Birch area
of Stockland Green is then returned to Stockland Green
Ward
The Pype Hayes community is a very established
community, but one whose size does not meet a single
member ward. The Commission proposed adding part of
Erdington around the Yenton Pub to Pype Hayes to make
up the numbers. We agree with the community that the
best way to make Pype Hayes large enough is to add the
small Birches Green community to Pype Hayes. This
makes sense due to the shared High Street, The Norton
and also means the ward is closer to the average number
of electors than the draft ward was.
We propose changes to ensure the ward of Stockland
Green more closely resembles the Parish of Stockland

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Detail
Green. To meet this we add the Gravelly Hill area from
Spagetti Junction to the top of Slade Road. We then
return the Stockland Green Wyrley Birch estate which has
the entrance to the large park, Witton Boating Lakes, to
Stockland Green Ward

West Birmingham – See map 5
In West Birmingham, the major areas of contention raised with us or in the press, has been over three main areas. The Jewellery Quarter, North
Edgbaston/Summerfield and Handsworth. In the Jewellery Quarter, various neighbourhood groups have been asking for a single member
Jewellery Quarter Ward. We would support this proposal, given the areas clear identity. The draft map we have been shown for a Jewellery
Quarter only had about 6000 electors. Therefore we propose joining the Jewellery Quarter area with the City Centre to make a ward big enough
to be a single member ward. In Handsworth residents had raised concerns at the breaking up of the Handsworth area. Therefore here we have
proposed two single member Handsworth Wards, one East one West to cover the two areas of Handsworth that are well known to the local
community. In the Summerfield/Edgbaston area we have proposed two single member wards, breaking the current draft two member ward.
Residents have raised concerns over the North Edgbaston area round the reservoir being combined with other communities and the
Neighbourhood Forum in Summerfield also objected to being a two member ward when their area was big enough to be a ward in it’s own right.
Ward name
Aston

No of
Cllrs
2
1

Variance 2021

Electorate

Detail

-4

15402
8098

We do not propose any changes to the draft Aston Ward
We make some minor amendments to the borders of the
proposed Birchfield Ward. To the North, we use the
railway line as the border instead of the road as this
retains all of the community and shopping facilities of the

1

Birchfield
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

8655

1

7

City Centre and
Jewellery
Quarter
8182

1

2

Edgbaston
Reservoir
8634
1

7

Hamstead
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Detail
main road within the Handsworth Wood Ward. To the
south it has been suggested that some of the main road
should be placed in Lozells Ward, to ensure that the cul
de sac which has little in common with Birchfield is with
it’s Lozell community. However, we would also accept the
orginal southern border proposed by the commission.
Finally to the West the Birchfield Ward should extend
down to the Broughton Road area.
We propose joining the Jewellery Quarter area with the
City Centre to make a ward big enough to be a single
member ward. This makes a lot of sense as the Jewellery
Quarter is another retail area closely connected to the
City Centre, indeed the conservation zone comes all the
way to the City Centre. The City Council is also currently
doing road works to improve the accessability of the area
with the City Centre and they share a railway station at
Snow Hill which has one entrance in the Jewellery
Quarter and one in the City Centre.
Edgbaston Reservoir is a clearly defined area that has
grown up around the old Reservoir. Residents have been
clear in the area that they are neither part of Ladywood
nor Summerfield and want a ward of their own. We have
created this by adding the part in Ladywood which backs
onto the Reservoir with the Waterworks Estate (named
after the works at the reservoir) and homes around the
Reservoir from Summerfield Ward.
The Hamstead community which is built around
Hamstead Hill, is a clear community which was within the
draft two member Handsworth Wood Ward. We propose
it is split in half to allow the Hamstead Community to have

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

8782
1

9

Handsworth
East
8338

1

4

Handsworth
West
8503
1

6

Handsworth
Wood
8537
1

6

Ladywood
8499

Lozells
Newtown

1

6

1

1

8153
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Detail
it’s own ward. This ward could alternatively be called
Hamstead Hill.
By continuing the railway line as the border past the park,
the Lozells and Birchfield areas, add to the draft
Handsworth Ward can be returned. A case could be
made for combining this with Handsworth West should
the commission be so minded.
This ward is the draft Hollyhead ward combined with a
section of the Winson Green Ward. This change
combined with being renamed, ensures that West
Handsworth Police Station and the Handsworth metro
Station are based in Handsworth. It also corrects the
anomaly where a ward as named after a road, in
preference to the majority of the actual local community.
The draft Handsworth Wood also included the Hamstead
Community around Hamstead Hill. We propose breaking
this in half to provide two single members and so better
reflect the community. The addition of a small area, North
of the railway line allows this to happen.
A two member Ladywood ward was proposed by the
commission. This area took parts of Edgbaston, Winson
Green and the City Centre in with Ladywood, therefore
we suggest a single member Ladywood Ward. This is
done by returning the additional non Ladywood bits which
were added to make it two member.
We mainly have supported the proposed Lozells ward
with just the addition of a cul de sac on Heathfield Road,
which belongs in Lozells and the area around the Cricket
Ground round Villa Road.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Newtown

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

7588

1

-5

Perry Beeches
7991

1

-1

Perry Hall
8454

1

5

Summerfield
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Detail
Ward. However we would propose using the historic
name for the area of Aston New Town, rather than the
colloquial Newtown which has some gang conitations in
Birmingham.
If the Perry Barr community was to be split, then the
commission’s proposal is the best location on which to do
it. However, we are stongly of the view that Perry
Beeches and Perry Hall should be combined into a two
member Perry Barr Ward. It should be noted the area
was all in the Perry Barr Urban Council and is an area
with history going back for a couple of hundred years.
The community across the two single member wards
would consider themselves part of Perry Barr first and
foremost.
If the Perry Barr community was to be split then the
commissions proposal is the best location on which to do
it. However we are stongly of the view that Perry Beeches
and Perry Hall should be combined into a two member
Perry Barr Ward. It should be noted the area was all in
the Perry Barr Urban Council and is an area with history
going back for a couple of hundred years. The community
across the two single member wards would consider
themselves part of Perry Barr first and foremost.
The draft Summerfield Ward include two separate
communities together, separated by a walkway which is a
former railway cut through. Impassable on almost it’s
entire length, it is simply not possible to suggest that a
community split by this is united, therefore we propose
the Edgbaston area is removed and put into a single
Edgbaston Reservoir Ward. This would leave a perfect

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

8565
1

6

Winson Green

Detail
single member sized Summerfield Ward which matches
the boundary of the neighbourhood forum.
We understand some residents would prefer the name
Rotton Park, and if the commission was so minded we
would not object.
Winson Green is a clearly indentifiable area. The draft
had sections of Handsworth and the Jewellery Quarter
added to it. We propose they are removed to leave a
single member Winson Green ward.

South West Birmingham – See map 4
In South West Birmingham, the major concerns raised with the group rested on a couple of key areas. In Northfield it was highlighted by the
community groups that a number of areas of Northfield had been kept out of Northfield. In Cotteridge, the Friends of Cotteridge Park area had
been split over two different wards. With part in Bournville and Cotteridge Ward but then part in Stirchley. While in West Heath the ward does
not include the West Heath Park, West Heath School or the proposed West Heath Library site. In Selly Park residents have been clear the draft
Bournbrook and Selly Park Ward should be broken into two single member wards. Finally the Quinton/Harborne/Edgbaston Communities have
been broken up with the addition of large parts of Harborne, areas which has always been in Harborne Ward added to both Edgbaston and
Quinton. In addition Edgbaston Cricket Ground has been taken out of Edgbaston.
We have proposed amendments to fit all these aspects of the communities concerns. These changes live an average variance of only 3.2% in
this part of the City.
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Ward name
Allens Cross
Bartley Green

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

1

0

2

3

Bournbrook

Electorate

Detail

8019

We do not propose any changes to the draft Allens Cross
Ward
We do not propose any changes to the draft Bartley
Green Ward
The only change we propose for the draft Bournbrook and
Selly Park Ward is to split the are in two creating a
Bournbrook Ward and a Selly Park Ward. A number of
public meetings have been held in the area calling for this
split to be made and we feel it would be right for the
commission to listen to local residents.
The draft ward included parts of Northfield while not
having all of the Cotteridge area included. We propose
returning the area round the Northfield Shopping Centre
and Park back to a new two member Northfield Ward. To
the East we ask that the rest of Cotteridge upto the canal,
which is recognised as the boundary with Stirchley is
returned to the ward. Although this ward is -3% from the
target number of electors, there has been some dispute
about how many of the homes being built on the Selly
Oak Hopsital Site at the Northern tip off the ward have
been accounted for, see appendices.
The draft Edgbaston Ward had been given a part of
Harborne, the Metchley Estate which has always been
part of Harborne Ward. While to the East, it lost the
Edgbaston Cricket Ground, home to Warwickshire County
Cricket Club, and the houses in between, which had
always been in Edgbaston. Therefore we propose the
return of the Cricket Ground and the area around it to the
Edgbaston Ward and the return of the Metchley Estate to
the Harborne Ward.

16670
8356

1

4

Bournville &
Cotteridge

15581

2

-3

Edgbaston

15688

2

-3
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Ward name
Frankley

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

1

8

Harborne

Detail

8753

We do not propose any changes to the draft Frankley
Ward.
The draft Harborne Ward does not contain any of the
Welsh House Estate and only part of the Metchley Estate.
Both of these are part of Harborne and the Welsh House
Farm Estate was only removed for the first time ever in
2004. We propose that these are returned to the
Harborne Ward while the Quinborne area which has been
added to the Harborne Ward is returned to Quinton Ward
where it has always been.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Hawkesley
Ward. However we would suggest that the name Wast
Hills, for the hills that the three estates are built on and
over look would be a better name.
In the draft Kings Norton Ward, we propose a minor
amendment to the western border this moves a cul de
sac which is part of Kings Norton back into the ward. We
understand the residents group from this road will be
writing in making a similar request.
In Northfield it was highlighted by the HLB and the
Business Improvement District that part of Northfield High
Street, Victoria Park (Northfields Park)
We propose one simple swap to secure a ward which
actually represents the community of Quinton. The
Quinborne area of Quinton which has been put in
Harborne should be returned to Quinton and the Welsh
House Farm Estate which has been put in Quinton should
be returned back to the Harborne Ward, which it belongs
in.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Rednal and

16601

2

3

Hawkesley

8162
1

0

King's Norton

8179
1

2

Northfield

16574
2

3

Quinton

Rednal &

Electorate

16399

2

2

1

2

8181
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Rubery

Selly Park

1

3

Stirchley and
Moor Green

Weoley

8287

7888

1

-2

2

7

West Heath

17162
8477

1

5
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Detail
Rubery Ward. Given the Ward will include the Longbridge
Shopping Centre we would also be happy for the name
Longbridge to be added to the Ward name.
The only change we propose for the draft Bournbrook and
Selly Park Ward is to split the are in two creating a
Bournbrook Ward and a Selly Park Ward. A number of
public meetings have been held in the area calling for this
split to be made and we feel it would be right for the
commission to listen to local residents.
We propose that the bit of Cotteridge (to the west of the
canal) which has been left in Stirchley Ward should be
returned to the Bournville and Cotteridge Ward. This is
the boundary that the Stirchley community proposed
originally. We then propose that the remaining part of
Moor Green community should be added to the ward and
the ward named Stirchley and Moor Green Ward. This will
ensure that the local community identity is preserved.
Highbury Park provides a shared community asset which
units the Moor Green and Stirchley Communities
together.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Weoley
Ward
The draft West Heath Ward was missing some of the key
features of the West Heath Community, namely the area
round West Heath Park, West Heath School and the
Library. We propose moving these into West Heath Ward
to meet the identity of the community criteria.

East Birmingham – See map 2
In East Birmingham, we felt there was a number of areas which could better reflect the local communities of the area. For example the
Commission admits that Bromford and Hodge Hill are two different areas but then adds them together rather than having two single member
wards here. The same is true of the huge Kitts Green Ward the commission proposed which span half the width of the City. By breaking this into
single member wards and returning the bit of Alum Rock it included we have far better represented the communities.
Over all our changes in East Birmingham significantly improve the electoral equality of electors by lowering the average variance from 4.9% to
just 3%.
Ward name
Alum Rock

No of
Cllrs
1

Variance 2021

Electorate

Detail

8776

We propose one very small amendment to the border of
the ward on the eastern side to make it match up with the
local community.
We propose one very small amendment to the border of
the ward on the eastern side to make it match up with the
local community and provide better equality of
representation.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Bordesley
Green Ward.
We propose breaking the draft Bromford and Hodge Hill
Ward to allow for the Hodge Hill Community to have its
own Councillor. We achieve this by following the natural
border between the two areas and making a minor
amendment to the Western border of Bromford.

9
Bordesley &
Highgate

1

Bordesley
Green
Bromford

1

7794
-3

-3

1

7794
8337

4
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Garrett's Green

No of
Cllrs
1

Glebe Farm

1

Ward name

Variance 2021
0

Electorate

Detail

7982

We do not propose any changes to the draft Garrett’s
Green Ward.
The commissions draft proposal combined Glebe Farm
with Tile Cross, Kitts Green and parts of Alum Rock and
Ward End. Our changes propose the breaking of the ward
to allow Glebe Farm to have their own Councillor. This
also means we no longer have a ward which spanned a
third of the width of the City.
Apart from a hospital, the only mention of Heartlands as a
place in Birmingham is the Heartlands Spine Road which
is a few miles and wards away. If the commission is
therefore reviewing this ward name we would suggest
either Alum Rock South or Little Bromwich.
We propose breaking the draft Bromford and Hodge Hill
Ward to allow for the Hodge Hill Community to have its
own Councillor. We achieve this by following the natural
border between the two areas and adding two small
areas to the East and West which would call themselves
Hodge Hill
The commissions draft proposal combined Glebe Farm
with Tile Cross, Kitts Green and parts of Alum Rock and
Ward End. Our changes propose the breaking of the ward
to allow Kitts Green and Tile Cross to have their own
Councillor. This also means we no longer have a ward
which spanned a third of the width of the City.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Nechells
Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Saltley
Ward.
We propose only a minor change to the draft Shard End

8052
0

Heartlands

1

8025
0

Hodge Hill

1

8260
3

Kitts Green &
Tile Cross

1

7713
-4

Nechells

1

Saltley

1

Shard End

1

7
8
-1

8617
8717
7967
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Sheldon

2

Small Heath

2

Variance 2021

-3

Electorate

7814.5
7608.5

-6
Stechford

1

7877
-3

South Yardley

1

7809
-3

Tyseley

1

8115
1

Ward End

1

8140
1

Yardley North

1

7979
0
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Detail
Ward, to remove the Hodge Hill area of Buckland End on
the Western border. As well as fitting the local community
better this also ensures better equality of representation.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Sheldon
Ward.
We propose a minor change to the northern border this
ensures much fair equality of representation, no longer
leaving the ward over 8% under quota.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Stechford
East Ward. However the name of the ward should be
changed to Stechford.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Yardley East
Ward. However the name of this area is South Yardley (ie
it is not a compass point but an actual name) and so the
ward should be named South Yardley.
We propose that the Yardley West Ward should be
renamed Tyseley. Here we are supporting the proposal of
the local community to make a direct swap with Acocks
Green to better reflect the two communities. This puts the
Stockfield area back into Acocks Green and puts part of
Tyseley from Acocks Green back into Tyseley.
We propose some changes to the borders of the area
with Bromford, Hodge Hill and Glebe Farm to allow for a
better equality of voters and to allow the communities of
all three areas to be able to have their own Councillor.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Stechford
West Ward. However the name should be changed to
Yardley North or Yardley to reflect the fact it contains the
Yardley Fields and Yardley communities.

South East Birmingham – See map 3
In South East Birmingham we have suggested changes to help meet the concerns of residents in Acocks Green, Hall Green and Moseley. We
have met with the Acocks Green community groups, Balsall Heath Forum, Moseley Society, and members have attended meetings in Hall
Green and Stirchley to discuss the boundary proposals.
Overall this community focused changes mean the average variance of electors is redcued from the 5.9% of the draft proposals to 4.8%. Indeed
in the draft proposals 9 of the 14 wards (18 Councillors) proposed in this area had a variance of over 5%+or- on these changes this drops to 6
out of 16 wards (still 18 Councillors) of over 5%+or- variance.
Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Acocks Green

2

8

17431

Balsall Heath
East

1

-6

7536
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Detail
Having met with members of the Acocks Green Focus
Group and other local organisations, we accept that our
orginal proposal, which was adopted in this area, is likely
wrong. We therefore ask the commission to adopt the
community plan of making the Fox Hollies Road the
border and returning the Stockfield area to Acocks Green.
This area contains a number of buildings of local
significance and so is important for their proposed
Conservation Zone.
The hybrid proposal of a Cannon Hill and Balsall Heath
Ward was completely unworkable. We have split the
Balsall Heath area along the mainline into a Balsall Heath
East and West Ward. These cover the areas which form
the Balsall Heath Neighbourhood Forum. These areas

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Balsall Heath
West

1

-3

7805

Billesley

2

-8

14770

Brandwood

1

-4

7767

Hall Green
North East

1

7

8656

Hall Green
North West

1

-5

7645

Hall Green

1

6

8569
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Detail
could also be combined into a two member Balsall Heath
Ward should the community representation or
commission feel it warrents it.
The hybrid proposal of a Cannon Hill and Balsall Heath
Ward was completely unworkable. We have split the
Balsall Heath area along the mainline into a Balsall Heath
East and West Ward. These cover the areas which form
the Balsall Heath Neighbourhood Forum. These areas
could also be combined into a two member Balsall Heath
Ward, should the community representation or
commission feel it warrents it.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Billesley
Ward.
We propose only a minor amendment to the Northern
border of the draft Brandwood area to return the King’s
Heath area back to a King’s Heath Ward. This also has
the benefit of providing beter equality of representation for
electors.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Hall Green
North Ward. However we suggest the name is changed to
Hall Green North East Ward.
There has been some concern raised in the local area
about the naming of this area as Tyseley. Therefore we
prosose that the removal of a small area to the North and
East combined with the renaming of the area as Hall
Green North West provided the simplest solution to
meeting the communities needs. This ward and Hall
Green North East could alternatively be named Hall
Green North and Hall Green Central as well.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Hall Green

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

South
Highter's Heath

1

5

8472

King's Heath

1

-3

7810

Monyhull

1

1

8103

Moseley Village

1

-4

7715
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Detail
South Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Highter’s
Heath Ward.
We make amendments to the Southern border by adding
the King’s Heath area in Brandwood Ward back into
King’s Heath. To the North we propose that the Moseley
area round School Road, Billesley Lane should be
returned to Moseley South. Along the border of Stirchley
and Moor Green Ward, is an area called the Kings Heath
triangle, we have added that into King’s Heath for
completeness. Finally to the West Highbury Park, which
could not be reached from King’s Heath should be placed
with the Moor Green community and taken out of King’s
Heath Ward.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Monyhull
Ward. Although if minded another name for the Ward
could be Brandwood End.
The Moseley area has proven difficult to amend from the
draft proposals, due to the knock on effects in multiple
wards and conflicting local wishes in the wider area.
While the community responses we have been presented
with have some merit considering in isolation, combined
with feedback we have had from communities in
surrounding wards they have proven incapable of being
aligned with the rest of the South East of Birmingham. We
have therefore proposed two single member wards of
Moseley Village and Moseley South. These cover the the
core areas the Moseley Forum have highlighted as being
part of the wider Moseley Community. These two wards
could just as easily be combined into a two member ward

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance 2021

Electorate

Moseley South

1

1

8165

Sparkbrook

1

3

8265

Sparkhill

1

-1

8008

Springfield

1

7

8581
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Detail
if the commission was so minded.
The Moseley area has proven trickle to amend from the
draft proposals. While the community responses we have
been presented with have some merit considering in
isolation, combined with feedback we have had from
communities in surrounding wards they have proven
incapable of being aligned with the rest of the South East
of Birmingham. We have therefore proposed two single
member wards of Moseley Village and Moseley South.
These cover the the core areas the Moseley Forum have
highlighted as being part of Moseley. These two wards
could just as easily be combined into a two member ward
if the commission was so minded.
The draft Sparkbrook Ward contained a large part of
Balsall Heath as well as the Greet area. Our proposal
puts Greet into Sparkhill, where it is more closely
identified with. We then place the Balsall Heath area into
a Balsall Heath East Ward. This leaves a single member
Sparkbrook Ward.
We propose that the Greet area which was left out on a
limb at the edge of the draft Sprakbrook Ward, not
connected directly by road. We propose that the area is
therefore more closely connected to the Sparkhill
Community. This allows the Balsall Heath section to the
east of Sparkhill being placed in Balsall Heath.
We do not propose any changes to the draft Sparkhill
South Ward. However we propose that the name
Springfield instead given community representations we
have had.

Summary
Area
Sutton Coldfield
North Birmingham
West Birmingham
South West Birmingham
East Birmingham
South East Birmingham

Number of Councillors
11
12
16
23
21
18
101

This leaves wards with an average variance of electors of 4%, compared to the Commissions draft 4.4% therefore as
well as being a scheme which is generally consistent with the wishes of the local community, given our decision to put
them first and support community proposals over the orginal party submissions, it is also a fairer distribution of
electors helping to better meet the requirement for equality of electors.
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Our comments on the wards put forward in the Boundary
Commission Draft Recommendations
City centre and surrounding area
Ward name

No
of
Cllrs
2

Variance
2021

Birchfield

1

-5%

Bordesley &

1

-8%

Aston

-3%

Description

Detail

Our response

This ward is bounded by the
Birchfield Road (A34) to the
west, the Aston Expressway
(A38) to the south-west and
the M6 to the north. The
ward includes Aston Hall and
Aston Park.
Birchfield ward is bounded
by Handsworth Park to the
west, Wellington Road
(A4040) to the north and
Birchfield Road to the east
(A34).

During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received five proposals for the Aston area as well as
some localised evidence. Having considered the
evidence received we consider that our proposed Aston
ward uses clear and identifiable boundaries and
provides a good balance between our statutory criteria.

We agree with this ward.

We received five submissions regarding the Birchfield
area, including a number of different proposals for ward
boundaries. One submission proposed combining this
area with neighbouring Handsworth in a two-member
ward. Having considered this proposal as well as the
other localised evidence, and having visited the area
during our tour of the city, we consider that a singlemember Birchfield ward would provide a good reflection
of community identity and allow for effective and
convenience local government whilst also providing for
a good level of electoral equality.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we

We agee with the principal of a Birchfield single
member ward, however propose some minor changes
on the borders of the ward to better reflect the local
communities in the changes section.

This ward includes the
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We agree with the proposal for this ward generally,

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Highgate

Description

Detail

Our response

Bordesley and Highgate
communities and is bounded
by the Birmingham loop
railway line to the north.

received four submissions that commented on this part
of Birmingham. Our proposed Bordesley & Highgate
ward is based on one of the proposals we received. We
are content that the ward provides a good balance
between our statutory criteria and, having visited the
area on our tour of the city, that it uses clear and
identifiable boundaries.
We received four different proposals for the Bordesley
Green area during our consultation on warding
arrangements. Having considered the evidence
received we have based our single-member Bordesley
Green ward on one of the proposals that we received
subject to a minor amendment to the southern
boundary to improve the electoral equality of the ward.
We consider that our proposed Bordesley Green ward
strikes a good balance between our statutory criteria.
We received seven submissions during the consultation
on warding arrangements in regard to this part of the
city. We received four detailed proposals for the
warding arrangements in this area and we have based
our Edgbaston ward on a combination of these
proposals, with some minor amendments to provide a
better reflection of our statutory criteria.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received eight submissions that commented on the
Handsworth area including four detailed proposals for
this part of the city. Having considered the evidence
received we have based our Handsworth ward on a
combination of the proposals that were made. We
consider that our single-member Handsworth ward
uses very clear boundaries and reflects community
identity.

however the border can be more clearly defined and
have a better equality of electors by a minor change to
the Eastern edge.

Bordesley
Green

1

-7%

Bordesley Green is bounded
by the B4128 to the north
and comprises the Bordesley
Green community.

Edgbaston

2

-7%

This ward comprises the
community of Edgbaston and
the Birmingham University
campus.

Handsworth

1

-3%

This ward is bounded by
Soho Road to the south,
Rookery Road to the west
and Church Lane to the
north. The eastern boundary
is marked by Hamstead
Road and the railway line
that runs through
Handsworth Park.
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We agree with this ward.

We raise serious concerns with the removal of the area
round Edgbaston Cricket Ground from the Edgbaston
Ward. In addition to the removal of this area which
forms a key part of the character of Edgbaston, a
section of Harborne, through the Metchley Estate.
Clearly this makes no sense.
The proposed Handworth Ward misses significant parts
of Handsworth while including parts of Handsworth
Wood to the North of the Ward. To the East the draft
ward crosses the railway line, this area is part of the
Lozells and Birchfield communities. We would propose
moving the border to the railway line to better fit in with
the local area.

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs
2

Variance
2021

Harborne

Holyhead

Handsworth
Wood

Description

Detail

Our response

-2%

Handsworth Wood ward is
bounded by the A4040 to the
south, by the BirminghamWalsall railway line to the
east and by the authority
boundary to the north and
west.

The draft Handsworth Wood ward is made up of the
Handsworth Wood and Hamstead Communities. These
should be split in half to allow for each community to
have their own ward.

2

0%

This ward incorporates the
Harborne area of
Birmingham and is bounded
by the A456 to the north, the
authority boundary to the
north-west and Bourn Brook
to the south.

We received eight submissions that commented on the
Handsworth area during the consultation on warding
arrangements, including four detailed proposals for this
part of the city. Having considered the evidence
received we have based our Handsworth Wood ward
on one of the proposals we received subject to a minor
amendment to the eastern boundary of the ward. This
slight amendment places the eastern end of Wellington
Road and Celine Grove in the neighbouring Birchfield
ward. We consider that our two-member Handsworth
Wood ward provides a good balance between our
statutory criteria and uses clear and identifiable
boundaries.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received eight submissions that commented on the
Harborne area, including four detailed proposals for this
part of the city. The other submissions included some
support for the inclusion of the Beech Lanes area in the
Harborne ward. Our two-member Harborne ward is
based on one of the proposals that we received. We
are content that this ward uses clear and identifiable
boundaries, reflects community identity and provides a
good level of electoral equality.

1

-4%

Holyhead ward is bounded
by the A4040 to the north,
Rookery Road to the east

We received five submissions that commented on this
part of the city during our consultation on warding
arrangements. Having considered the evidence
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The proposed Harborne Ward has included sections of
of the Quinborne area around Fitzroy Avenue. Howeve
the real concern with the proposed Harborne Ward
stems from what is left out of the area. The leaving out
of the Welsh House Farm Estate and part of the
Metchley Estate is unacceptable. Both areas have
Harborne addresses and have been part of Harborne
Ward historically. The Welsh House Farm area has
significant links to Harborne, being located only a few
minutes walk from the High Street the area backs onto
Harborne Golf Course. Metchley Estate is based a
similar distance away from the High Street at the other
end of Harborne. The area has always been in Harborn
Ward. The Harborne Parish Boundaries show clearly
that Lordswood Road is a well known barrier between
Harborne and Quinton communities.
While the Holyhead ward boundaries only need minor
changing the reality is the area is Handsworth and
should be amended as such.

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

and by the authority
boundary to the south and
west.

received we have based our single-member Holyhead
ward on one of the proposals we received for the ward.
We consider that the proposal provided a good balance
between our statutory criteria and has clearly
identifiable boundaries.
We received four detailed proposals for this part of the
city in addition to some submissions which commented
on specific parts of the city centre. Some of the
proposals were for a single-member Ladywood ward
whilst others were for a two-member ward. On balance,
we consider that one of the proposals for a twomember Ladywood ward provides the best balance
between our statutory criteria and we have included it
as part of our draft recommendations.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received nine submissions that commented on the
Lozells area, including a number of detailed proposals.
As part of our draft recommendations we have
proposed a single-member ward bounded by Soho Hill
in the west and Birchfield Road to the east. We
consider that our single-member Lozells ward provides
a good balance between our statutory criteria and
would facilitate effective and convenient local
government for this part of Birmingham.
We received five submissions that commented on the
Nechells area during our consultation on warding
arrangements. In proposing a single-member Nechells
ward we have combined elements of these
submissions to create a ward that we consider provides
the best balance between our statutory criteria. We
consider that our proposed Nechells ward uses clear
and identifiable boundaries and would provide for

Ladywood

2

-4%

This ward incorporates much
of Birmingham City Centre,
running from Edgbaston
Reservoir in the west to New
Street railway station in the
east.

Lozells

1

-2%

This ward comprises the
Lozells community and is
bounded by Soho Hill in the
west and Birchfield Road to
the east.

Nechells

1

7%

Nechells ward is bounded by
the Aston Expressway (A38)
to the west and railway lines
to the south and east.

Our response
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The proposed Ladywood Ward includes large sections
of other areas and as such needs significant amending.

We accept the principal of a Lozells Ward, however feel
there should be minor changes to the proposed
boundaries to better reflect the local area.

We agree with this ward.

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Newtown

1

-4%

This ward comprises the
Newtown community to the
north and south of New John
Street West, which runs
through the middle of the
ward.

Summerfield

2

-1%

Summerfield ward is
bounded by the Birmingham
Canal to the north and the
authority boundary to the
west.

Winson
Green

2

-7%

Winson Green ward
incorporates part of
Birmingham City Centre and
the community of Winson
Green.

Detail

Our response

effective and convenient local government.
During our consultation on warding arrangements we
received five submissions that commented on this area.
Our proposed Newtown ward is based closely on a
detailed proposal that we received during the
consultation. We consider that this ward reflects
community identity in this part of Birmingham and
provides a good balance between our statutory criteria.
However, we would particularly welcome comments on
the name of this ward during the consultation on our
draft recommendations.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received eight submissions that commented on this
part of the city, including four detailed proposals for this
area. Having considered the evidence received we
have based our proposed Summerfield ward on a
combination of the proposals that were made. We
consider that our single-member Summerfield ward
uses easily identifiable boundaries and reflects
community identity evidence received.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed proposals for this part of the city
in addition to some localised evidence that commented
on particular parts of the city centre. Our two-member
Winson Green ward is based on one of the detailed
proposals that we received. We consider that this ward
uses clear and identifiable boundaries, reflects
community identity and provides a good level of
electoral equality. However, we would particularly
welcome submissions on the name of this ward during
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We agree with this ward.

The commission refers to a single member
Summerfield ward in it’s proposals for this area (see
comments left) yet is proposing a two member ward on
the map.
Summerfield Ward is clearly made up of two main
communities the old Rotton Park/Summerfield area to
the West of the Harborne Walkway. To the East of the
Walkway is the Edgbaston Reservoir community. Given
the clear separation between the two parts of the ward,
it should clearly be separated into two halves to allow a
better representation of local communities.
The Jewellery Quarter is a clear community of it’s own,
the addition of it to a two member Winson Green Ward
is clearly not acceptable. The Jewellery Quarter is split
form the rest of Winson Green by the presence of a
large multi lane ring road which prevents any
community cross over and would be a barrier to the two
communities being connected in the same ward.

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response

the consultation on our draft recommendations.
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East of city centre
Ward name

No
of
Cllrs
1

Variance
2021

Bromford &
Hodge Hill

2

-6%

Garrett’s
Green

1

0%

Glebe Farm
& Tile Cross

2

6%

Alum Rock

8%

Description

Detail

Our response

Alum Rock ward is bounded
by the Birmingham Loop
railway line to the north and
Alum Rock Road to the
south.

During the consultation we received four proposals for
warding arrangements in this area. Having considered
the evidence received we did consider whether the
Alum Rock area should be included in our proposed
Saltley ward to the south. However, we have taken the
view that a single-member Alum Rock ward provides
the best balance between our statutory criteria and that
the boundaries used are clear and identifiable. We
particularly welcome any comments on our proposals
for this area and on the proposed name.
This ward is bounded by
We received four detailed proposals for this area of the
Bromford Lane to the west,
city. Our proposed Bromford & Hodge Hill ward is
the M6 to the north and the
based on one of those proposals. We consider that this
River Cole to the South. It
ward provides a good reflection of local community ties
contains the communities of
whilst also providing a good balance between our
Bromford and Hodge Hill.
statutory criteria.
Garrett’s Green ward
In response to our consultation on warding
includes the communities of
arrangements we received four proposals for this part
Lea Hall and Garrett’s Green of Birmingham. We have based our proposed Garrett’s
and is bounded by the
Green ward on a submission that we received; we
Birmingham Loop railway line consider that this ward reflects community identity and
to the north.
uses identifiable boundaries.
This ward includes the
We received five submissions that commented on this
communities of Glebe Farm, area of Birmingham, including four detailed proposals
Kitt’s Green and Tile Cross,
for warding arrangements. The proposals that we
bounded by the Birmingham received for this area differed quite significantly. In
Loop railway line to the south considering our draft recommendations for this we
and the River Cole to the
visited this part of the city in order to observe the
north.
evidence received. As part of our deliberations we
examined whether we could identify two single-member
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We propose only a small change to the Eastern border
of the proposed Alum Rock Ward.

The draft report and the naming of the ward make it
clear that this ward is made up of the communities of
Bromford and Hodge Hill. Therefore we feel strongly
the area should be split to allow both community to be
recognised separately.
We agree with this ward.

This proposed Ward runs a length of almost the third of
the City. The proposed ward includes the communities
of Glebe Farm, Kitts Green, Tile Cross and parts of
Alum Rock. Clearly given the the combination of
communities and the length the ward runs, combined
with including part of Alum Rock which is not drivable
from the other end of the ward. The obviously solution
to this is to split this hybrid ward into two single

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Heartlands

1

0%

Saltley

1

9%

Shard End

1

8%

Description

Detail

Our response

wards of Glebe Farm and Tile Cross. However, we
could not identify a sufficiently clear boundary between
the two areas that would provide an acceptable level of
electoral equality. Accordingly, we propose a twomember Glebe Farm & Tile Cross ward based on one
of the submissions that we received. We consider that
this ward provides the best balance between our
statutory criteria in terms of both reflecting community
identity and providing a good level of electoral equality,
while also allowing for effective and convenient local
government.
Heartlands ward is bounded Our proposed Heartlands ward is based on a detailed
by Hob Moor Road to the
proposal for this area that we received during our
south, the River Cole to the
consultation on warding arrangements. Having
east and the Birmingham
considered the evidence received we are content that
Loop railway line to the north. this ward provides a good balance between our
statutory criteria and uses clear and identifiable
boundaries.
Saltley ward is bounded by
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
the Birmingham Loop railway received four proposals for warding arrangements in
line to the south and west
this area. Having considered the evidence received we
and by Alum Rock Road to
considered combining this area with our proposed Alum
the north.
Rock ward to the north, in line with one of the proposals
that we received. However, we have taken the view that
a single-member Saltley ward provides the best
balance between our statutory criteria and that the
boundaries used are clear and identifiable. We would
particularly welcome any comments on our proposals
for this area and on the proposed name.
This ward comprises the
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
community of Shard End and received four detailed proposals for this part of the city.
is bounded by the River Cole Having considered the evidence received we have
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member wards to allow for better community links.

We agree with this ward.

We generally support this ward and propose only a
minor amendment to the Western edge of the ward to
ensure that all of the Buckland End area of Hodge Hill

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response

to the south and the authority
boundary to the north and
east.

proposed a single-member Shard End ward based on
one of the submissions that we received. We consider
that our single-member Shard End ward provides a
good balance between our statutory criteria and would
facilitate effective and convenient local government for
this part of the city.
We received four submissions that commented on this
area of Birmingham, most of which were broadly similar
with some minor differences. We have based our twomember Sheldon ward on the evidence that we
received during our consultation and we consider that
this ward provides a good reflection of local community
ties whilst also providing a good balance between our
other statutory criteria.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed submissions for this area. Based
on the evidence received we have proposed a twomember Small Heath ward that is based on one of the
proposals that we received. We have made a minor
amendment to the northern boundary of this ward, so
that properties on both sides of Green Lane are
included in the neighbouring Bordesley Green ward,
which we consider provide a better balance between
our statutory criteria. We consider that this ward uses
clear and identifiable boundaries and will facilitate
effective and convenient local government for this part
of Birmingham.
We received over 11 submissions that commented on
this area, including a number of different detailed
proposals. Our proposed Sparkbrook ward is based on
an amalgamation of the proposals we received taking
into account all of the evidence that we received during

can be retained within a single member Hodge Hill
Ward.

Sheldon

2

-3%

Sheldon ward includes the
areas of Sheldon,
Gilbertstone and Lyndon
Green and is bounded by the
authority boundary to the
south and east.

Small Heath

2

-8%

This ward is bounded by
Muntz Street, Coventry Road
and Wordsworth Road to the
west and the River Cole to
the east.

Sparkbrook

2

0%

This ward includes the
community of Sparkbrook
and is bounded by the
Birmingham to Stratford
railway line in the north and
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We agree with this ward.

The Small Heath Ward is on the small side, this can
easily be fixed that the addition of a small area to the
North of the ward. This is an area that would be
considered part of Small Heath anyway and would
allow for better equality of electors.

The proposed Sparkbrook Ward includes large areas of
Balsall Heath, including the area where the proposed
Balsall Heath Train Station is to be located.

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Stechford
East

1

-3%

Stechford
West

1

0%

Description

Detail

Our response

east and by the A435 and the the consultation. We consider that our proposed twoA4540 to the west.
member Sparkbrook ward uses clear and identifiable
boundaries and will result in a good level of electoral
equality.
This ward includes part of
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
Stechford and is bounded by received five submissions that commented on the
the Birmingham Loop railway Stechford area including several detailed proposals for
line to the north and by
this part of the city. Based on the evidence received we
Station Road and Stoney
initially considered a two-member Stechford ward as
Lane to the west.
proposed in one of the submissions. Having considered
the evidence and having visited this area during our
tour of the city, we consider that the boundary between
our two Stechford wards, following Station Road and
Stoney Lane, represents a clear and identifiable
boundary. Furthermore, we have taken the view that
two single-member wards in this area would facilitate
effective and convenient local government. We are
therefore of the view that our single-member Stechford
East ward provides the best balance between our
statutory criteria.
This ward includes part of
We received five submissions that commented on the
Stechford and is bounded by Stechford area during our consultation on warding
the Birmingham Loop railway arrangements, including several detailed proposals for
line to the north, by Station
this part of the city. Based on the evidence received we
Road and Stoney Lane to the initially considered a two-member Stechford ward as
east, the River Cole to the
proposed by one of the submissions that we received.
west and by Hob Moor Road Having considered the evidence and having visited this
to the south.
area during our tour of the city, we consider that the
boundary between our two Stechford wards, following
Station Road and Stoney Lane, represents a clear and
identifiable boundary. Furthermore, we have taken the
view that two single-member wards in this area would
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We agree with this ward, however propose a name
change in our suggested changes section.

We agree with this ward, however propose a name
change in our suggested changes section.

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Ward End

1

7%

Yardley East

1

-3%

Yardley
West

1

1%

Description

Detail

Our response

facilitate effective and convenient local government. We
therefore decided to include a single-member Stechford
West ward in our draft recommendations.
This ward is bounded by the In response to our consultation on warding
Birmingham Loop railway line arrangements we received four proposals for this area.
to the north and west and by Having considered the evidence received we have
Bromford Lane to the east.
proposed a single-member Ward End ward based on
one of the submissions made to us. We consider that
this ward uses clear and identifiable boundaries in
following railway lines and main roads, and that it
provides a good balance between our statutory criteria.
Yardley East ward includes
We received five submissions that commented on the
part of Yardley and is
Yardley area during our consultation on warding
bounded by the authority
arrangements, including some detailed warding
boundary to the east, Hob
proposals for this part of the city. Based on the
Moor Road to the north and
evidence received we initially considered a twoby Holder Road, Wash Lane member Yardley ward based on one of the submissions
and the Grand Union Canal
that we received. Having considered the evidence and
to the west.
having visited this area during our tour of the city, we
consider that the boundary between our two proposed
Yardley wards, following Holder Road, Wash Lane and
the Grand Union Canal, represents a clear and
identifiable boundary. Furthermore, we have taken the
view that two single-member wards in this area would
facilitate effective and convenient local government. We
therefore consider that our Yardley East ward provides
a good balance between the statutory criteria.
Yardley West ward includes
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
part of Yardley and is
received five submissions that commented on the
bounded by Hob Moor Road Yardley area, including several detailed proposals for
to the north, by Holder Road, this part of the city. Based on the evidence received we
Wash Lane and the Grand
initially considered a two-member Yardley ward as
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We generally agree with the draft Ward End Ward
proposing changes on the edge of the ward where it
borders Bromford and Hodge Hill Communities.

We agree with this ward, however propose a name
change in our suggested changes section. We had
originally called this area (combined with Yardley West)
South Yardley in our orginal proposals. We believe this
was took to mean the southern part of Yardley,
however there is actually a place called South Yardley.

We agree with this ward, however propose a name
change in our suggested changes section.

Ward name

No
of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response

Union Canal to the east and
by the Chiltern Main Line to
the south.

proposed by one of the submissions that we received.
Having considered the evidence and having visited this
area during our tour of the city, we consider that the
boundary between our two Yardley wards, following
Holder Road, Wash Lane and the Grand Union Canal,
represents a clear and identifiable boundary.
Furthermore, we consider that a single-member Yardley
West ward would provide for effective and convenient
local government. We therefore consider that our
Yardley West ward provides a good balance between
the statutory criteria.
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North of city centre
Ward name
Castle Vale

No of
Cllrs
1

Variance
2021
-8%

Erdington

1

3%

Description

Detail

Our response

This ward includes the Castle
Vale community and is
bounded by Sutton Coldfield
to the east, the A38 to the
north and the authority
boundary to the south.

During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received five submissions in total that commented on
this area of Birmingham, including three near-identical
proposals for a single-member Castle Vale ward. We
have based our single-member ward on these three
proposals – we consider that the ward uses clear and
identifiable boundaries and provides a clear reflection
of community identity in this area.

Erdington ward is bounded
by Chester Road to the north
and Kingsbury Road to the
south.

During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received five submissions for this area. Based on the
evidence received we have proposed a single-member
Erdington ward that is based on one of the proposals
that was put to us. We have made a minor amendment
to the eastern boundary of this ward to avoid dividing
Woodcote Road, placing the entirety of that road in
neighbouring Pype Hayes ward. We consider that this
ward uses clear and identifiable boundaries and would
provide for effective and convenient local government
for the Erdington area of Birmingham.

Castle Vale is one of the areas of the City which is
clearly suitable for a single member ward. However the
draft Ward also excludes the area around the Jaguar
Factory which traditionally has been closely linked with
the Castle Vale site, indeed its address is even Castle
Vale (see appendices). The Jaguar factory was the
factory that built the Spitfires for the Second World War.
The spitfires where then tested and flown from the
large aerodrome which was located where Castle Vale
is built. This is why there is a statue of spitfires on the
roundabout between the housing estate and the factory
and why there are spitfire nosecones on the housing
estate to remember our history.
The proposed Erdington Ward is totally unacceptable
excluding huge parts of Erdington’s history. The
proposed ward also breaks Erdington High Street (the
third busiest in the City) in two by adding part of it to a
Stockland Green Ward. The proposed ward rips up
over 300 years of history by removing the northern part
of Erdington which runs upto the Erdington Parish
border and placing it in a Pype Hayes Ward.
This Ward rips the following parts of Erdington out of
Erdington:The Erdington Abbey
Part of Erdington High Street
The Yenton and Cross Keys pubs
The 1640’s Erdington Cottages
The original Erdington Council School
Erdington Police Station
Erdington Train Station
At least half of the proposed Erdington Conservation
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response
Zone
Erdington Royal Mail Sorting Office
Part of the draft Erdington Residents Parking Scheme.
The area around the Osborne Road community etc is
clearly part of the Erdington Community and is affected
by anything that happens on Erdington High Street.
Finally the draft Erdington Ward excludes all of the
Gravelly Lane, Goosemoor Lane, Court Lane area
which has been part of Erdington since before
Erdington joined Birmingham in early 1900’s.

Kingstandi
ng

2

-4%

This ward is bounded by
Kingstanding Road to the
west and the A453 to the
south.

Oscott

2

-3%

This ward includes the
community of Oscott,

The draft Erdington Ward also has a problem on the
Eastern border where the west side of Holly Lane has
been added to Pype Hayes Ward (breaking the Parish
Boundary). This means that the Nocks Brickworks site
which is due to have significant house building on it,
completed by 2021. However this leaves these houses
in Erdington Ward, but unable to travel anywhere
without first going through the draft Pype Hayes Ward.
We received five submissions that commented on this
The draft Kingstanding Ward manages to break both
area during our consultation on warding arrangements, the Kingstanding and Oscott communities. The
including some detailed warding proposals for this part proposal leaves the Hawthorn Road Shopping Centre
of the city. We have based our two-member
area broken betweem two wards and places the Elim
Kingstanding ward on one of the detailed proposals that Church, Kingstanding in Oscott Ward. There has been
we received for the area subject to one minor
significant concerns raised locally and in the papers at
amendment to place Gailey Croft and the Century
the proposed removal of the Bandywood part of Oscott
Industrial Estate in the neighbouring Oscott ward. We
from the Oscott and into a Kingstanding Ward.
consider that this ward provides a good reflection of
local community ties whilst also providing a good
balance between our other statutory criteria.
We received 13 submissions in total that commented
Please see Kingstanding Ward for concerns with the
on the Oscott area during our consultation on warding
draft in this area.
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

bounded by the M6 to the
west and by Kingstanding
Road to the east.

arrangements, including some detailed warding
proposals for this part of the city. Whilst there was clear
support locally for the retention of the existing ward
boundaries, an Oscott ward based on the existing
boundaries would have an electoral variance of -19%
with three councillors or a variance of 22% with two
councillors. In either case this would be an
unacceptably high level of inequality. We therefore
investigated alternative warding patterns that would
provide for better levels of electoral equality.

Perry
Beeches

1

-5%

Perry Beeches ward is
bounded by the M6 to the
east and by Walsall Road to
the west.

Perry
Common

1

1%

This ward includes the Perry
Common area and is
bounded by College Road
(A453) to the north.

Our response

We have based our two-member Oscott ward on one of
the detailed proposals that we received for this area.
We consider that this ward uses clear and identifiable
boundaries, provides a good level of electoral equality
and would provide for effective and convenient local
government for this part of Birmingham.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received six submissions for this area. Based on the
evidence received we have proposed a single-member
Perry Beeches ward that is based on one of the
proposals that we received. We consider that this ward
uses clear and identifiable boundaries and strikes a
good balance between our statutory criteria.
We received six submissions that commented on this
area during our consultation on warding arrangements,
including some detailed warding proposals for this part
of the Birmingham. We have based our single-member
Perry Common ward on one of these detailed
proposals. We consider that this ward provides a good
balance between our statutory criteria and uses clear
boundaries.
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While this is the best way of splitting the Perry Barr
community into two single member wards. However we
feel the community is better served by Perry Beeches
and Perry Hall being combined in a two member ward.

The proposed Perry Common Ward is a strange
concoction, which takes the majority but not all of the
Perry Common area and then adds it to a section of
Stockland Green, known as Wyrley Birch. This estate
was built to be around the Witton Lakes Park. It leaves
the crazy situation where the enterance and car park
along with the Park’s estate are in different wards to
the rest of the park and it’s Stockland Green
Community.

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Perry Hall

1

-1%

This ward is bounded by
Walsall Road to the east and
by the Chase railway line to
the west.

Pype Hayes

1

-5%

This ward includes the Pype
Hayes area and is bounded
by Kingsbury Road (A38) to
the south and by Plants
Brook to the north.

Detail

Our response

During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received six submissions for this area. Based on the
evidence received we have proposed a single-member
Perry Hall ward that is based on one of the proposals
that we received. We are content that this ward
provides a good balance between our statutory criteria
and that it uses clear and identifiable boundaries.
We received four detailed proposals for this area of the
city during our consultation on warding arrangements.
Our proposed Pype Hayes ward is based on one of
those proposals subject to a minor amendment to the
boundary with neighbouring Erdington ward, to ensure
that the whole of Woodcote Road is included in our
Pype Hayes ward and not divided between two wards.
We consider that this ward provides a good reflection of
local community ties whilst also providing a good
balance between our statutory criteria.
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The affect of this is if you start at the Wyrley Birch part
of the ward (the Southern end) you have to travel
through Oscott, Kingstanding, Sutton Parkside and
Short Heath Wards before you can get into the
Northern most part of the Perry Common Ward,
Hawthorn Brook Close.
This also means that Wyrley Birch does not connect by
Road to the rest of the Perry Common Ward at all, so is
not possible to travel between the different parts and
remain within the ward.
Finally the Court Farm area of Perry Common, which is
off Witton Lodge Road, the main road through Perry
Common, has been excluded when it should be part of
the Perry Common Ward.
While this is the best way of splitting the Perry Barr
community into two single member wards. However we
feel the community is better served by Perry Beeches
and Perry Hall being combined in a two member ward.

The Pype Hayes community has grown up around the
Norton Shopping Centre. It has very clear Parish
borders with Erdington dating back hundreds of years.
Sadly the draft ward breaks this border in three places.
In the North, they add a large section of Erdington
around the Yenton Pub into Pype Hayes despite the
Parish and community border clearly stopping just after
the park. To the West the commission propose
breaking the border with Holly Lane. It is well known
locally that the West of this road is Erdington and the
East is Pype Hayes. This leaves a large housng
development in Erdington but its access off Holly Lane

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response

Short Heath

1

1%

Short Heath ward is bounded
by the Cross-City railway line
to the east and by the Perry
Common to the west.

In response to our consultation on warding
arrangements we received four proposals for this part
of Birmingham. Our Short Heath ward is based on one
of these proposals. We consider that this ward uses
identifiable boundaries and strikes a good balance
between our statutory criteria.

Stockland
Green

2

-9%

Stockland Green ward is
bounded by the M6 to the
west, by Gravelly Hill to the
east and by Short Heath
Road to the north.

We received five submissions that commented on the
Stockland Green area during our consultation on
warding arrangements, including some detailed
warding proposals for this part of the Birmingham. We
have based our two-member Stockland Green ward on
one of the detailed proposals that we received. We
consider that this ward appears to provide a good
reflection of local community ties whilst also providing
for a reasonable level of electoral equality.

Tyburn

1

4%

Tyburn ward is bounded by
the M6 to the south, by
Gravelly Hill to the west and
by Kingsbury Road to the

During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed proposals for this part of the city.
Our single-member Tyburn ward is based on one of the
detailed proposals that we received. We consider that
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in Pype Hayes. It is unacceptable to have sections of a
ward unable to travel by road to the rest of the ward
without first leaving it. Finally to the South West Birches
Green, which shares a High Street with Pype Hayes is
not included in the Pype Hayes Ward. Given the
majority of the estate is part of the parish of Pype
Hayes and the border between Pype Hayes is a small
residential road it makes sense to add this area to
Pype Hayes to make the ward large enough. This
would mean Pype Hayes Ward does not need to take
part of Erdington Ward.
This ward is a hybrid of a large section of historic
Erdington and the Court Farm part of Perry Common.
The ward should be split up so that the composit bits
can be added to their respective areas.
The attached flyer for the Erdington Court Bowls Club,
shows that they clearly thing there address is
Erdington, not Short Heath. All the community assets
locally would identify as Erdington not Short Heath.
This ward fails to include all of Stockland Green and
also has half of the Gravelly Hill area added to it. This
Ward should be broken to allow a single member
Stockland Green Ward and then combine the Gravelly
Hill area with the other parts of Gravelly Hill.
This would lead to a much better equality of voters
given this ward is at the very lowest end of the scale
already. A Gravelly Hill ward would be considerably
closer to the average number of electors.
The Tyburn area of the City is based soley around the
Tyburn House Pub, which is not in this proposed ward.
In reality this ward is composed of part of the Gravelly
Hill area and the Birches Green area along with a large

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response

north.

this ward uses clear and identifiable boundaries,
reflects community identity and provides a good level of
electoral equality.

industrial area which is part of the Pype Hayes Parish.
The border between Birches Green and the Gravelly
Hill area is a large 4 lane, spreading to 6 lane main
road which few people would consider the community
crosses.
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South-east of city centre
Ward name

No of
Cllrs
2

Variance
2021
9%

Balsall
Heath &
Cannon Hill

2

-5%

This ward includes the
communities of Balsall Heath
and Cannon Hill Park and is
bounded by the A4540 to the
north and by Highbury Park
to the south.

Billesley

2

-9%

This ward is bounded by
Alcester Road South to the
west and by the Dingles to
the east.

Acocks
Green

Description

Detail

Our response

Acocks Green ward is
bounded by the Chiltern Main
Line to the north, the
authority boundary to the
east and by School Road
and Lakey Lane to the south.

During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received 12 submissions that commented on the
Acocks Green area, including a number of detailed
proposals for this part of the city. The submissions that
were made demonstrated clear local support for a twomember Acocks Green ward. Our proposed twomember Acocks Green ward is based on one of the
proposals that we received. We are content that this
ward uses clear and identifiable boundaries, reflects
community identity in this area and provides a
reasonable level of electoral equality.
We received seven submissions that commented on
this area during our consultation on warding
arrangements, including some detailed warding
proposals for this part of Birmingham. Having
considered all of the evidence we received in regard to
this area we have taken the view that the detailed
proposals appeared to divide some of the local
communities. We therefore decided to explore
alternative warding arrangements for this area and we
are proposing a two-member Balsall Heath & Cannon
Hill ward. We consider that our proposed ward provides
the best balance between our statutory criteria in this
area.
In response to our consultation on warding
arrangements we received four proposals for the
Billesley area. Having considered the evidence received
we have proposed a two-member Billesley ward based
on one of the submissions made to us, subject to a
minor amendment to the eastern boundary so that it
follows the River Cole. We consider that this ward uses

While this is the Acocks Green ward that we originally
proposed, we believe that the community is better
served by this ward being amended inline with local
proposals from Acocks Green. This is because it has
been demonstrated that the area to the west of Fox
Hollies Road would, locally, consider itself part of
Tyseley not Acocks Green. While many of the listed
buildings that form part of the proposed Acocks Green
Conservation Zone are in the Stockfield area that we
originally proposed should be removed.
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This proposed ward, takes its name from a park but
does not have a community attached to the name
combined with only one half of the Balsall Heath
neighbourhood plan area and sections of Moseley and
Moor Green communities. Clearly a hybrid this ward
would not really mean anything to local people and
needs wholesale changes as outlined in the earlier
sections.

We accept this ward.

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Brandwood

1

9%

This ward is bounded by
Alcester Road South to the
east and by the A4040 to the
north.

Hall Green
North

1

7%

Hall Green North ward is
bounded by York Road and
School Road to the north, the
authority boundary to the
east and the North
Warwickshire railway line to
the west.

Hall Green
South

1

6%

Hall Green South ward is
bounded by the authority
boundary to the south and

Detail

Our response

clear and identifiable boundaries and that it provides a
good balance between our statutory criteria.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed proposals for this part of the city.
Our single-member Brandwood ward is based on one of
the detailed proposals that we received, subject to
some minor amendments to the northern and southern
boundaries of the ward to provide for an improved
reflection of our statutory criteria. We consider that this
ward uses clear and identifiable boundaries, reflects
community identity and provides a good level of
electoral equality.
We received eight submissions in total that commented
on the Hall Green area during consultation, including
some detailed warding proposals for this part of the city.
There was some support locally for the retention of the
existing ward boundaries. However, a Hall Green ward
based on the existing boundaries would have an
electoral variance of
-12% with three councillors or a variance of 31% with
two councillors. In either case this would be an
unacceptably high level of inequality.
Having considered the evidence received and having
visited the area during our tour of the city, we have
decided to propose a pattern of two single-member
wards for this area. We consider that our proposed Hall
Green North ward uses clear and identifiable
boundaries and provides for a good level of electoral
equality.
We received eight submissions in total that commented
on the Hall Green area during our consultation on
warding arrangements, including some detailed
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Brandwood Ward is on the upper limits of acceptable
size. The ward also contains large parts of Kings Heath
to the North, therefore correcting this will also balance
the ward electorate.

We agree with this ward, however suggest a name
change to either Hall Green Central or Hall Green
North East to fit with other ward renamings that the
community have suggested.

We agree with this ward.

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Highter’s
Heath

1

6%

King’s
Heath

1

8%

Description

Detail

east and the River Cole to
the west.

proposals for this part of the city. There was some
support locally for the retention of the existing ward
boundaries. However, a Hall Green ward based on the
existing boundaries would have an electoral variance of
-12% with three councillors or a variance of 31% with
two councillors. In either case this would be an
unacceptably high level of inequality.

This ward contains the
community of Highter’s
Heath, bounded by the
Stratford-upon-Avon Canal to
the north and Alcester Road
South to the west, with the
authority boundary to the
east and south.
This ward contains the
community of King’s Heath
and the park of that name
and is bounded by the A4040
to the south.

Our response

Having considered the evidence received and having
visited the area during our tour of the city, we have
decided to propose a pattern of two single-member
wards for this area. We are content that our proposed
Hall Green South ward provides a good level of
electoral equality and has identifiable boundaries.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed proposals for this part of the city.
Our single-member Highter’s Heath ward is based on
two of the detailed proposals that we received, which
were broadly similar. We consider that this ward uses
clear and identifiable boundaries, reflects community
identity and provides a good level of electoral equality.
We received nine submissions in total that commented
on this area during our consultation on warding
arrangements, including some detailed warding
proposals for this part of Birmingham. Having
considered all of the evidence we received in regard to
this area we have taken the view that the detailed
proposals that we received appeared to divide
communities in King’s Heath. We therefore decided to
explore alternative warding arrangements for this area
and we are proposing a single-member King’s Heath
ward that appears to be more reflective of community
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We agree with this ward.

We agree with the principal of the ward however this
Kings Heath Ward contains large sections of Moseley
to the North, while misses areas of Kings Heath to the
West and South, which should be added to the ward.
This would also improve the equality of electors in the
area. Finally Highbury Park, does not belong in a Kings
Heath Ward as you cannot cross the Railway line to
get to the park. This is one of a number of wards where
the proposals include areas which do not connect by
road to the rest of the ward.

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Monyhull

1

2%

Monyhull ward is bounded by
Alcester Road South to the
east and by Broad Meadow
Lane, with the authority
boundary to the south.

Moseley

1

-6%

This ward is bounded by
Yardley Wood Road to the
east and by Brighton Road
and Taunton Road to the
north.

Sparkhill
North

1

7%

Sparkhill North ward is
bounded by Yardley Wood
Road to the west and by the
River Cole to the east.

Detail

Our response

identity. We consider that our proposed ward provides
the best balance between our statutory criteria in this
area.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed proposals for this part of the city.
Our single-member Monyhull ward is based on one of
the detailed proposals that we received, subject to one
minor amendment to the northern boundary of the ward
to avoid dividing Monyhull Hall Road between two
different wards and to provide an improved balance
between our statutory criteria. We consider that this
ward uses clear and identifiable boundaries, reflects
community identity and provides a good level of
electoral equality.
We received nine submissions in total that commented
on this area during our consultation on warding
arrangements, including several detailed proposals for
Moseley. Having considered all of the evidence we
received in regard to this area we have taken the view
that the detailed proposals that we received appeared
to divide communities in Moseley. We therefore decided
to explore alternative warding arrangements for this
area, taking into account the localised evidence
received and with regard to our statutory criteria.
Accordingly, we are proposing a single-member
Moseley ward. We consider that our proposed ward
provides the best balance between our statutory criteria
in this area.
During our consultation on warding arrangements we
received five submissions in total that commented on
this area, including some detailed warding proposals for
this part of Birmingham. Having considered the detailed
proposals we considered that they appeared to divide
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We agree with this ward.

This Ward does not contain Moseley High Street and
has been the subject of some media coverage
regarding concerns over the proposal. We suggest one
possible solution in our draft changes section, however
the community will also have some alternative
solutions as well.

We propose a number of changes to this ward due to
the Eastern edge of it including parts of Balsall Heath
and Moseley.

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Sparkhill
South

1

7%

Tyseley

1

4%

Description

Detail

Our response

communities in this area. We therefore decided to
explore alternative warding arrangements for this area.
As a result we are proposing a single-member Sparkhill
North ward that we consider provides a good balance
between our statutory criteria. We would, however,
particularly welcome any comments on the name of this
ward.
Sparkhill South ward is
We received five submissions in total that commented
bounded by Sparkhill Park to on this area during our consultation on warding
the north, by the River Cole
arrangements, including several detailed proposals for
to the east and by Yardley
this area. Having considered all of the evidence we
Wood Road to the west.
received in regard to this area and having visited the
area on our tour of the city, we have taken the view that
the detailed proposals that we received appeared to
divide communities in this part of the city. We therefore
decided to explore alternative warding arrangements for
this area with regard to our statutory criteria.
Accordingly, we are proposing a single-member
Sparkhill South ward. We consider that our proposed
ward provides the best balance between our statutory
criteria in this area.
This ward is bounded by the During our consultation on warding arrangements we
River Cole to the west and by received eight submissions in total that commented on
the North Warwickshire
this area, including some detailed warding proposals.
railway line to the east.
Having considered the detailed proposals we
considered that they appeared to divide communities in
this area. We therefore decided to explore alternative
warding arrangements for this area. As a result we are
proposing a single-member Tyseley ward that we
consider provides a good balance between our
statutory criteria and uses clear and identifiable
boundaries.
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We agree with this ward, but the name should be
changed to Springfield.

On reflection given the local views of the community, it
is best for this ward to be renamed Hall Green North
West or Hall Green North.

South-west of city centre
Ward name

No of
Cllrs
1

Variance
2021
0%

Bartley
Green

2

3%

This ward contains the
Bartley Green community
and is bounded by Bourn
Brook to the north and by
Shenley Lane and Barnes
Hill to the east. The authority
boundary lies to the south
and east.

Bournbroo
k & Selly
Park

2

3%

Bournbrook & Selly Park is
bounded by Bourn Brook to
the north, by the Cross-City
railway line to the west and
by the River Rea to the east.

Allens
Cross

Description

Detail

Our response

Allens Cross ward is
bounded by the A38 to the
east and by Shenley Lane to
the north.

During our consultation on warding arrangements we
received six submissions in total regarding this part of
the city. We propose a single-member Allens Cross
ward that is based on one of the detailed proposals that
we received, subject to one minor amendment to the
northern boundary of the ward to avoid dividing Manor
Farm Park between two wards. The park is instead
placed in the neighbouring Weoley ward in its entirety.
We consider that this ward uses clear and identifiable
boundaries, reflects community identity and provides a
good level of electoral equality.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed proposals for this part of the city.
Three of these submissions made broadly similar
proposals for a two-member Bartley Green ward and
we have used these submissions as the basis for our
ward. We consider that our proposed Bartley Green
ward provides a good reflection of community identity in
this area and that it uses clear and identifiable
boundaries.
We received six submissions in total that commented
on this area during our consultation on warding
arrangements, including four detailed proposals for this
area. As part of our draft recommendations we propose
a two-member Bournbrook & Selly Park ward that is
based on one of the detailed proposals that we
received, subject to one minor amendment to the northwestern boundary of the ward to provide a more
identifiable boundary. We are content that our proposed
Bournbrook & Selly Park ward provides a good balance

We agree with this ward.
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We agree with this ward.

While we agree with the external borders of the
Bournbrook and Selly Park ward we feel the
community should be separated into two single
member wards. The ward is clearly made of two
separate communitites, Bournbrook and Selly Park.
The name chosen by the commission even highlights
that this is clearly two separate areas and given it can
be evenly split then we propose it should be.
The two areas suffer from two very different sets of
issues. The Bournbrook area has issues focused on

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Bournville
&
Cotteridge

2

-1%

This ward contains the
communities of Bournville
and Cotteridge and is
bounded by the A38 to the
west and by the Cross-City
railway line to the east and
south.

Frankley

1

8%

This ward includes the
entirety of the parish of
Frankley and some additional
residential areas to the south
and east of the parish.

Hawkesley

1

0%

Hawkesley ward includes the
community of Hawkesley and
is bounded by the authority
boundary to the south and
east with Parson’s Hill to the

Detail

Our response

between our statutory criteria.

high density housing and issues connected to the
University. However Selly Park which looks towards the
Pershore Road area rather than the Bristol Road High
Street which Bournbrook looks to. The issues faced by
Selly Park are more closely connected to the parking
issues from Cannon Hill Park rather than the
University. The attached article ffrom the Labour MP,
highlights how the issues in Bournbrook are very
different to Selly Park and how they are not linked.
This ward contains to the West areas which would
consider themselves rightly part of Northfield. While to
the East parts of Cotteridge, where many of the friends
of the park group live, have been excluded. These to
areas need to be moved for this ward to reflect the
community appropriately.

During our consultation on warding arrangements we
received six submissions in total that commented on
this part of the city, including a number of detailed
warding proposals for this area. As part of our draft
recommendations we propose a two-member Bournville
& Cotteridge ward that is based on one of the detailed
proposals that we received, subject to some minor
amendments in the north and south of the ward to
provide a better reflection of our statutory criteria. We
consider that this ward provides a good level of
electoral equality and uses boundaries that are clear
and identifiable.
We received four detailed proposals for this part of the
city during our consultation on warding arrangements
including a number of broadly similar proposals for a
single-member Frankley ward. We have based our
Frankley ward on one of these submissions and we
consider that it provides a good reflection of community
identities in this area.
We received four submissions that commented on this
area of Birmingham. Our proposed Hawkesley ward is
based on an amalgamation of the proposals we
received, taking into account all of the evidence that we
received during the consultation. We consider that out
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We agree with this ward.

We agree with this ward, however it could also be
named Wast Hills to avoid having to name the ward
after one of the three estates, over the other two, which
make up this ward.

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

north.

proposed single-member Hawkesley ward uses clear
and identifiable boundaries and provides a good
balance between our statutory criteria.
We received four detailed proposals for the King’s
Norton area during our consultation on warding
arrangements. Three of the four proposals were for a
two-member King’s Norton ward. However, having
considered the evidence received we have taken the
view that the proposal we received for a single-member
King’s Norton ward provides the best balance between
our statutory criteria, subject to some amendments to
the southern boundary of the ward. As part of our draft
recommendations we are therefore proposing a singlemember King’s Norton ward.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received four detailed proposals for this part of the city.
As part of our draft recommendations we are proposing
a single-member ward that we consider reflects
community identity in this area, uses clear and
identifiable boundaries and would provide for effective
and convenient local government. However, we would
particularly welcome comments on the name of this
ward and the neighbouring Northfield West ward.
We received four detailed proposals for this area during
our consultation on warding arrangements. We have
based our single-member Northfield West ward on one
of these proposals subject to a minor amendment to the
eastern boundary. We consider that out proposed
single-member Northfield West ward uses clear and
identifiable boundaries and provides a good balance
between our statutory criteria. However, we would
particularly welcome comments on the name of this
ward and the neighbouring Northfield East ward.

King’s
Norton

1

1%

This ward includes the
community of King’s Norton
and is bounded by the CrossCity railway line to the north.

Northfield
East

1

-4%

This ward is bounded by the
Cross-City railway line to the
west and by West Heath park
to the east.

Northfield
West

1

2%

This ward is bounded by the
Cross-City railway line to the
east and Callow Brook to the
south.

Our response
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The proposed ward generally covers the Kings Norton
area however there is a small cul de sac that is left out
of the ward which should be included.

This proposed ward is made up of most Northfield
area, with the addition of an area of West Heath round
West Heath Park, West Heath School and West Heath
Library. Clearly this area should be in the West Heath
Ward not Northfield. It would be wrong to name this
ward as anything other than Northfield as ove 90% of it
would consider themselves Northfield.
The changes being proposed by the Commission
would mean that the St. Laurence Primary Schools,
Northfield Library, Northfield Institute, Victoria Common
and Northfield Town Centre were excluded from
"Northfield", where they belong. The attached
newspaper article highlights how the shopping centre
is a key part of Northfield.
Evidence suggests that as early as 1622 a school was
held in St. Laurence Church. The Church was

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response
instrumental in building the "Northfield National School"
(now Northfield Institute). The present junior school
was opened in 1964 and the infant school in 1973.
According to the present draft proposals the Boundary
Commission would be, for the first time, separating
these three important buildings from "Northfield" and
be putting them in a "Bournville & Stirchley Ward"
which they have nothing in common with at all.

Quinton

2

-2%

Quinton ward is bounded by
the authority boundary to the

Community groups, Brownies, Guides, Scouts,
Pensioners' Clubs, etc., have dual use of the facilities
at St. Laurence Church and its Pastoral Centre,
Northfield Institute, Northfield Library and the St
Laurence Schools. It would be wrong for any part of
their well used facilities to be split from each other as
the Boundary Commission are proposing. The
amenities they all provide are essential to the well
being of the residents of Northfield.
Victoria Common, Northfield was opened to the public
in 1897. The park is at the heart of Northfield Town
Centre and greatly valued by the local Northfield
community. Each year it hosts its own carnival bringing
together traders, businesses and Northfield residents.
The Parish Boundary for St. Laurence Church reaches
from Tessall Lane in Northfield across to Staple Lodge
Road, Northfield. It would be a great pity for this
natural boundary to be split as the Boundary
Commission is presently intending. The Conservative
Group proposals earlier in the document would keep
strong community groups together in one two member
Ward.
During our consultation on warding arrangements we
The current Quinton ward boundaries are defined by
received six submissions in total that commented on the Lordswood Road, Court Oak Road, Tennal Road and
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response

north and west and by
Woodgate Valley Country
Park to the south.

Quinton area, including a number of detailed warding
proposals for this area. Based on the evidence received
we propose a two-member Quinton ward as part of our
draft recommendations. We consider that this ward
provides a good level of electoral equality and uses
boundaries that are clear and identifiable.

Welsh House Farm Road. With Tennal Road and
Welsh House Farm Road being as a result of the most
recent boundary changes with West Boulevard defining
the boundary prior to that.
The proposed boundary commission changes moves
the boundary away from Lordswood Road and Court
Oak Road (Quinton Ward's boundary from its creation
in the 1950s) to Balden Road.
The propsed boundary commission changes mean that
Quinton is no longer defined by the major roads which
have historically defined it. Firstly, Lordswood Road to
the east as a major duel carriageway, it defines the
communities around it and acts as a natural boundary.
It also defines where Hagley Road ends and Hagley
Road West begins, the historical point where Harborne
Ward ends and Quinton Ward begins. Secondly, Court
Oak Road as the main road connecting Quinton and
Harborne it provides a natural boundary along the main
road, with Queen's Park helping define the community
boundary.
The move to Balden Road is also questionable due to
its residential nature. A single carriageway road and
residential particulary with its houses close to the road
the proposed boundary splits a community between
Quinton and Harborne Wards. It is also notable that the
road junction at Hagley Road West does not allow for
all possible turns with the turn from Hagley Road West
(eastbound) onto Balden Road is forbidden at the
junction, so eastbound traffic must take an alternative
road. With this traffic movement unavailable it means
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Ward name

No of
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Variance
2021
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Detail

Our response
that Balden Road is not a defining road.
It is with this that we recommend that the ward
boundaries should be along Lordswood Road and
Court Oak Road as is currently the case.
Further south Tennal Road, the current boundary
contains Harborne Golf course a defining feature of
Harborne it is on the same side of the road as houses
currently in Quinton Ward however sharing a location
with this major part of Harborne. It is also a minor
residential Road that is natural part of Harborne. The
rest of the original boundary is along Welsh House
Farm Road which runs alongside Harborne Golf
Course. These were added to the Quinton Ward
Boundary for the last set of Boundary changes.
Before the 2002 changes West Boulevard (B4121)
formed the Boundary for Quinton Ward. This makes a
large amount of sense as a Duel Carriageway it
creates a natural boundary with traditional Quinton
Ward to the West and the Welsh House Farm estate to
the East. It also acts as a contination of the
Wolverhampton Road (A4123) which combined with
Birmingham New Road (A4123) to the North and the
rest of the B4121 to the South connects Southern
Birmingham at the Bristol Road in Northfield and
Wolverhampton and Dudley via West Boulevard as
such this function as a major duel carriageway.
It is with this that we also recommend that the ward
boundary should run along West Boulevard rather than
as it currently does along Tennal Road and Welsh
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Rednal &
Rubery

1

2%

This ward is at the southern
edge of the authority,
bounded by Callow Brook to
the north.

Stirchley

1

7%

Stirchley ward is bounded by
Cannon Hill to the north with
the Cross-City railway line to
the west.

Weoley

2

7%

This ward is bounded by
Shenley Lane and Barnes
Hill to the west, by Bourn
Brook to the north and by the
A38 to the east.

Detail

Our response

We received four detailed proposals for this area during
our consultation on warding arrangements and we have
based our single-member Rednal & Rubery ward on
one of these proposals. We consider that out proposed
single-member Rednal & Rubery ward uses clear and
identifiable boundaries and provides a good balance
between our statutory criteria.
We received five submissions in total that commented
on this area during our consultation on warding
arrangements, including several detailed proposals for
Stirchley. Based on the evidence received we propose
a single-member Stirchley ward as part of our draft
recommendations. We consider that this ward provides
a good level of electoral equality and uses boundaries
that are clear and identifiable.

During our consultation on warding arrangements we
received six submissions in total that commented on
this part of the city, including a number of detailed
warding proposals for this area. As part of our draft
recommendations we propose a two-member Weoley
ward that is based on one of the detailed proposals that
we received, subject to some minor amendments in the
north and south of the ward to provide a better
reflection of our statutory criteria. We consider that this
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House Farm Road.
Please see appendices for pictures of these locations
to highlight the issues raised.
We agree with this ward, however given it contains
Longbridge local centre the ward name could be
amended to include Longbridge as well.

The Stirchley Ward contains an area of Cotteridge to
the West of the canal. This area is well identified as
belonging with the Bournville community. Indeed the
orginal Stirchley community submission actually
referenced this as well in the work they presented the
commission. If this was returned to Bournville and
Cotteridge Ward where it belongs it allows the last
couple of roads of Moor Green to be added to this
ward along with the parts in Stirchley. The ward name
could then be changed to Stirchley and Moor Green to
reflect this. The attached letter from Highways
highlights how the Council views Moor Green as a
community in it’s own right from King’s Heath or
Moseley.
We agree with this ward.

Ward name

West Heath

No of
Cllrs
1

Variance
2021
-4%

Description

West Heath ward is bounded
by the Cross-City railway line
to the west and by King’s
Park West to the east.

Detail

Our response

ward provides a good level of electoral equality and
uses boundaries that are clear and identifiable.
We received four detailed proposals for this area during
our consultation on warding arrangements. We have
based our single-member West Heath ward on one of
these proposals subject to a minor amendment to the
eastern boundary. We consider that our proposed
single-member West Heath ward uses clear and
identifiable boundaries and provides a good balance
between our statutory criteria.

The principal of this ward is good, however it is missing
a number of key locations to the West Heath
community. West Heath, Park, School and Library both
current and new location are not included in the West
Heath Ward. This should be corrected to ensure the
ward correctly identifies with local community. To the
Eastern edge there is also a cul de sac of Kings Norton
included which should be moved to King’s Norton
Ward.

Sutton Coldfield
Ward name
Sutton
Boldmere

No of
Cllrs
1

Variance
2021
9%

Sutton Four
Oaks

1

1%

Sutton
Maney

1

3%

Description

Detail

Our response

This ward comprises the
Boldmere area of Sutton
Coldfield, bounded by the
Cross-City railway line to
the east and Sutton Park
Nature Reserve to the
north.
This ward includes the Four
Oaks area of Sutton
Coldfield as well as the
Sutton Park Nature
Reserve.

During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received over 30 submissions that commented on the
Sutton Coldfield area. Having considered the evidence
received and having toured the area, we are of the view
that our proposed Sutton Boldmere ward provides a
good balance between our statutory criteria and that
the boundaries used are clear and identifiable.
We received over 30 submissions regarding the Sutton
Coldfield area, including a number of different
proposals for Four Oaks. We have proposed a singlemember Sutton Four Oaks ward which we consider
reflects local community ties whilst providing for a good
level of electoral equality.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received over 30 submissions that commented on the
Sutton Coldfield area, including several detailed
proposals for this part of the town. Having considered

While we agree with the principal of the wards
highlighted, we are very concerne that the proposals
exclude Whitehouse Common as the only area within
Sutton not to have it’s own ward. Due to this and a
number of cases of areas or communities being split in
all the wards, we have merged the boxes to comment
on them all together.
Sutton Coldfield has historically always been underrepresented on Birmingham City Council. From 19742004 it was represented by only 9 councillors from just
3 wards (the three biggest council wards in the UK with
electorates bigger than some Parliamentary
constituencies). Since 2004 this was amended to 12
councillors from 4 wards which brought it in line with
the 9 constituencies in Birmingham. However, as the
second biggest constituency, with an electorate that far
exceeds many in Birmingham, Sutton continues to find

This ward comprises
Sutton Coldfield town
centre as well as the
Maney area of the town.
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Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Sutton
Mere Green

1

4%

This ward comprises the
Mere Green area of Sutton
Coldfield.

Sutton
Parkside

1

0%

This ward comprises the
Banners Gate and New
Oscott communities. It is
bounded by Sutton Park
Nature Reserve to the
north and by Kingstanding
to the south.

Sutton
Reddicap

1

7%

This ward comprises the
Reddicap area of Sutton
Coldfield.

Detail

Our response

the evidence received and having toured the area, we
have proposed a single-member Sutton Maney ward
that combines elements of the proposals we received.
We consider that our single-member Sutton Maney
ward provides a good balance between our statutory
criteria and would provide for effective and convenient
local government.
We received over 30 submissions regarding the Sutton
Coldfield area, including a number of different
proposals for the Mere Green area. Some of the
proposals identified a coherent Mere Green community
and others proposed that this area be included in a
ward with neighbouring Four Oaks. Based on the
evidence received we have proposed a single-member
Sutton Mere Green ward which we consider, provides a
good balance between our statutory criteria.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received over 30 submissions that commented on the
Sutton Coldfield area, including several detailed
proposals for this part of the town. Based on the
evidence received we have proposed a single-member
Sutton Parkside ward that combines elements of the
proposals we received. Whilst some submissions
suggested joining this area with neighbouring
Boldmere, we consider that our single-member Sutton
Parkside ward provides a good balance between our
statutory criteria, particularly in providing for a good
level of electoral equality.
We received over 30 submissions regarding the Sutton
Coldfield area, including a number of different
proposals for this part of the town. Some of the
proposals suggested that this area should be combined
with the Roughley area to the north whilst one

itself still somewhat underrepresented. The original
proposal from LGBCE leaving Sutton Coldfield with just
10 councillors out of 101 would in fact give Sutton even
less representation proportionally than we already have
with some of the biggest wards in the City.
Sutton Coldfield – as one might expect from such an
attractive place to live – is one of the growth areas of
the West Midlands. Using the population figures for
2021 has certainly helped but it fails to take into
account the growth that is expected to only continue to
Sutton thereafter. In particular, the building of up to
6,000 on Green Belt land around Walmley is scheduled
to continue well beyond 2021 which would render the
population figures for Sutton Coldfield after that time
wildly inaccurate. If Sutton Coldfield were to already
have some of the biggest wards in Birmingham and be
under-represented, this new building would only
exacerbate the problem. This is confirmed by the City
Council in the appendices.
Currently – and indeed since 1974 – the whole of
Sutton Park falls within the Sutton Four Oaks Ward.
The original proposal by LGBCE came up with this
suggestion as well. There are in fact a very small
number of people who live within the park around some
of the various gates. Some residents’ groups have
called for the Park to be divided between these wards.
Certainly, a resident of the House just inside the
Banners Gate entrance to the park would indentify with
the Banners Gate area of Sutton Coldfield rather than
Four Oaks. Likewise, as Town Gate will be a priority for
residents living around the centre of Sutton Coldfield it
does seem logical for at least some areas of the park
around the gates to be included with appropriate wards
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Ward name

Sutton
Roughley

No of
Cllrs

1

Sutton
Walmley &
Minworth

2

Sutton
Wylde
Green

1

Variance
2021

7%

5%

-2%

Description

This ward contains the
Roughley area of Sutton
Coldfield as well as the
residential area to the north
of Whitehouse Common.

This ward comprises the
Sutton Coldfield
communities of Walmley
and Minworth.

This ward contains the
Wylde Green area of
Sutton Coldfield, bounded
by the Cross-City railway
line to the west and Maney
Hill Road to the north.

Detail

Our response

submission suggested that Reddicap is a selfcontained community. Based on the evidence received
and having visited the area during our tour of
Birmingham we propose a single-member Sutton
Reddicap ward. We consider that this ward provides a
good balance between our statutory criteria.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received over 30 submissions that commented on the
Sutton Coldfield area, including several detailed
proposals for this part of the town. Some of the
proposals suggested that this area should be combined
with the Reddicap area to the north whilst one
submission suggested that Roughley itself is a selfcontained community. Based on the evidence received
and having visited the area during our tour of
Birmingham we propose a single-member Sutton
Roughley ward. We consider that our proposal provides
a good balance between our statutory criteria.
We received over 30 submissions regarding Sutton
Coldfield, including four broadly similar proposals for a
two-member ward in this area. Based on the evidence
received and having visited the area during our tour of
Birmingham we propose a two-member Sutton
Walmley & Minworth ward. We consider that our
proposed ward provides a good balance between our
statutory criteria.
During the consultation on warding arrangements we
received over 30 submissions that commented on the
Sutton Coldfield area, including several detailed
proposals for Wylde Green. Some proposals suggested
that this area should be combined with the Maney area
and the town centre to the north to form a two-member
ward. We also received a proposal that Wylde Green

nearby. Other groups have gone further by suggesting
wholesale division of Sutton Park with boundaries that
stretch into the middle of this historic area and whilst
that was not our original intention we would support this
if LGBCE felt this was appropriate.
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The Boundary Commission’s proposals include a
suggestion for the boundary between Maney and
Wylde Green Wards to be Maney Hill Road.
Maney Hill Road is the boundary between the current
Sutton Trinity and Sutton Vesey Wards but has proven
problematic when local issues have arisen in the last
three years over matters such as the street lights and a
proposed new care home with two different sets of
councillors to represent two sides of a residential road.
As the picture demonstrates, using Maney Hill Road as
the boundary throws up difficulties and places it in a
somewhat strange place being right down the middle of
a residential road.
The first draft of the Boundary Commission’s plan uses
the current border between the existing Sutton New
Hall and Sutton Trinity Wards. This boundary exists
only because the existing Sutton New Hall Ward is
currently one of the smallest wards in the City (17,525
in May 2015) whereas Sutton Trinity at 19,630 electors
in May 2015 is the fifth largest. The area between the
blue and red lines clearly belongs with the areas to the
North of the red line and is better defined as Reddicap
rather than Walmley.
The Conservative plan proposes to draw the boundary

Ward name

No of
Cllrs

Variance
2021

Description

Detail

Our response

should be combined with Boldmere, again to form a
two-member ward. Having visited this area during our
tour of Birmingham and having taking into account all of
the evidence received we consider that Wylde Green is
a clearly defined community. We are therefore
proposing a single-member Sutton Wylde Green as
part of our draft recommendations.

through green land rather than through heavily built up
areas that is served by two schools (John Willmott and
Holy Cross) and share a common shopping area in
Reddicap.
To further illustrate this, to walk from Stephens Road to
the Cooperative Supermarket in the Reddicap shops
takes 13 minutes according to Google Maps. To walk
from Stephens Road to the Cooperate Supermarket in
Walmley Village takes between 31 and 37 minutes
according to Google maps and involves crossing a
busy 40mph road whichever route you take. For this
reason and many others we feel that the area just
south of the commissions draft border clearly belongs
with the areas represented in a Rectory Ward rather
than in the proposed Sutton Walmley Ward.
A problem with the proposed Roughley Ward is that it
connects two parts of the ward by only one single road
that runs through almost completely undeveloped land
on Weeford Road.
On one side of this road is Green Belt land which is not
currently earmarked for development. On the other
side, Moor Hall Golf Course divides the Boundary
Commission’s proposed ward.
Under the Boundary Commission’s plan some
Roughley is put in the same ward as some (but not all)
of Whitehouse Common and some (but not all) of the
Defence estates by this one road alone. The map
above clearly demonstrates how this first draft proposal
links all of one with two halves of two different other
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No of
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Variance
2021
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Detail

Our response
communities together with no history, common
services, religious, school or transportation ties
between them. The proposed Roughley ward is simply
unworkable and should be reworked.
Another example of how the draft proposals fails to
identify the communities with the Royal Town of Sutton
Coldfield can be seen in the way Whitehouse Common
has been arbitrarily divided. Whitehouse Common
Primary School can be clearly be seen to the West of
the boundary between the proposed Sutton Maney and
Sutton Roughley. Roughley is actually 2 miles north of
Whitehouse Common and the two communities are
both distinct and have nothing in common.
It should also be noted that the draft plan’s sees
Bedford Road divided between two wards. Bedford
Road includes a major entrance to Good Hope Hospital
and the Councillors for the area have frequently dealt
with parking issues on this road. Under the Boundary
Commission’s plan we would see this road, on which
both sides experience the same major issue of parking
around the hospital on a daily basis, having to go to two
sets of councillors - one representing Good Hope and
the other not representing Good Hope. The
Conservative Plan sees Whitehouse Common united
with major sites such as the school and Good Hope
Hospital united in the same Royal Sutton Rectory Ward
where councillors will be more able to represent the
needs of their residents.
Finally, The Defence Estates in Sutton are split in the
first draft proposal from the Boundary Commission
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which would sever community links and cause
confusion. The Defence Estates are interconnected
from main arterial roads and internally but are split
between the proposed Sutton Reddicap and Sutton
Roughley Wards.
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Statements within the Labour Boundary Proposal from previous consultation
stage which should be raised

Page 10 of 47 – Ward 11 admits that the two member ward is made up of the Bournbrook
community and Selly Park community. Given this acceptance it is two areas the ward should be spilt
in to two single member wards.

Page 10 of 47 – Ward 11 admits that the two member ward is made up of the Bournbrook
community and Selly Park community. Given this acceptance it is two areas the ward should be spilt
in to two single member wards.

Page 11 of 47 – Ward 14 admits that the two member ward is made up of the Bromford community
and Hodge Hill community. Given this acceptance it is two areas the ward should be spilt in to two
single member wards.

Page 12 of 47 – Reference to the Abbey Fields Estate, the estate is named after the adjacent
Erdington Abbey yet there proposal did not keep the Abbey and Abbey Fields in the same ward.

Page 13 of 47 – Highlight Erdington High Street is a key amenity of the Erdington Community, yet
there proposal splits the High Street placing the Northern part in a Stockland Green Ward that
stretches 2 miles south of the Southern end of the High Street. They also accept that Erdington is
made up of large parts of Victorian Housing but their proposal removes most of it from the
Erdington Ward.

Page 13 of 47 –They state “Chester Road to the north acts in much the same way so that the estates
of Pype Hayes and Birches Green north of Chester is better located on the proposed Pype Hayes
Ward.” This is misleading as both Pype Hayes and Birches Green are located SOUTH of the Chester
Road, not North, therefore it is not possible for them to have more in common with the area round
the Yenton (a mile away) than the rest of Erdington which is only 20 metres away. In addition thy are
acknowledging here that Pype Hayes and Birches Green go hand in hand, yet their proposal splits
them.

Page 19 of 47 – They acknowledge in ward 29 that their two member wards is made up of both
Winson Green and Jewellery Quarter communities. They also accept that the Jewellery Quarter has

links to the City Centre. It is clear this ward should be split in to two single member wards based
around Winson Green community and Jewellery Quarter community.

Page 21 of 47 – They state that “The proposed Kingstanding Ward brings together the old 1930s
Kingstanding estate that was broken up in a previous boundary review, when the Bandywood estate
was split off into Oscott Ward. This is incorrect the entire Kingstanding Estate is in the current (ie
post 2004) Kingstanding Ward. The Bandywood estate was previously known as the Kettlehouse
estate, but never as the Kingstanding Estate. The Kettlehouse/Bandywood estate has always been in
Oscott Ward.

Page 21 of 47 – They state that Kingstanding and Bandywood have a shared Leisure Centre. This is
not correct. Kingstanding Leisure Centre is based on Dulwich Road, this is a 27-29 minute walk from
Bandywood Estate.
The closest Leisure Centre is on x Road which is only a 7 minute walk from the centre of the
Bandywood Estate. This Gym is in the heart of the Oscott Community. See maps overleaf for detail.

Page 22 of 47 – They mention KRT (Kingstanding Regeneration Trust), they do not work on the
Bandywood Estate area and never have, yet it is implied that the group does. Liekwise New Heights
doe not do any work on Bandywood either. Finally The Kingstanding Food Community and Aquarius
also do not do their Kingstanding Work in Bandywood either as it is considered part of Oscott
community.

Page 23 or 47 They propose a ward name of Longbridge and West Heath for a ward that does not
include any of the current Longbridge ward nor Longbridge local centre.

Page 28 of 47 They state “Kingstanding Road a dual carriageway seperateing Oscott from
Kingstanding” yet they then propose breaking it by the Bandywood Estate area. They also highlight
the Oscott Residents Association set up to represent all residents from across the area. This includes
the Bandywood area where a number of the committee actually come from, this group has always
covered the Bandywood area.

Page29 of 47 – They refer to community work through the ‘Witton Lodge Community Association’
which is based on Witton Lodge Road, however their proposal does not even include all of Witton
Lodge Road in the Perry Common Ward. This clearly breaks the local community. They have included
the Wyrley Birch Community within Perry Common, despite there being no direct link between the
two areas. As shown on the next few maps it takes over 20 minutes to walk from Wryley Birch to
the Ring shopping centre on Witton Lodge Road, yet it take only 8 minutes from the rst of Perry
Common in the bit of Witton Lodge Road the Labour Party have left out of the Perry Common Ward.
Indeed it only takes 9 minutes to get from Wryley Birch to the rest of Stockland Green. IT therefore
makes more sense for it to be located in that ward.

Finally they state the three areas of the draft ward would be two small on their own, while this is
true, the area that all comes off Witton Lodge Road (ie within 10 minutes of the centre) is the
perfect size to be a single member ward.

Page 30 of 47 – Quinton Ward, the are they propose taking out of Quinton, breaking the Parish
border, is actually further awy from Harborne High Street than the Welsh Hosue Farm area they
propose keeping in Quinton.

Page 30 of 47 – They refer to the parts of the ward but ignore the 1500 people who live near to the
Yenton in the Erdington area between Chester Road and the Erdington Parish border, this is because
it clearly makes no sense to include them in the same ward.

Page 33 out of 47 - Ward 50, Short Heath refers to th ward being made up of two main areas Court
Farm and the Topcroft Estate. Yet the Topcroft Estate is only 300 people out of over 3200 in the CIB
polling district. This is because there is no other name to call the rest of the Polling Distirct other
than Erdington, and it should be returned to Erdington Ward. They state “The local convenience

shops on Jerry’s Lane ….are used by the residents from both areas”. Firstly there is only one shop not
shops on Jerrys Lane. (pictured):

Secondly there are shops on Topcroft Road and Goosemoor Lane at least ten minutes closer than
this shop for residents of the Topcroft estate. For people around Gravelly Lane there are shops there
and it is quicker to get to the High Street. As shown below, areas round Gravelly Lane clearly choose
the High Street over the single shop on Jerry’s Lane. Indeed there is actually 4 shops located on
Flackwell Road, just round the corner which many residents would chose to use. To suggest the
majority of people from CIB who have to pass at least three other closer shops and walk further than
Erdington High Street to get there would see the shop on Jerry’s Lane as their community centre is
crazy.

Finally it states that the historical name for both areas is Short Heath due to the park of that name.
This is also not correct. The Park was built after the housing was built so the area could not be
named after the park. Indeed the Court Farm area, which traditionally would connect to Perry
Common, is named after Court Farm, an actuall Farm which the houses are built on.

Page 38 of 47 - They neglect to mention the Erdington train station area which Labour add to
Stockland Green Ward. In addition they also claim Sutton New Road is a natural barrier. This is not
true, firstly the High Street spans across the road at the northern end. Secondly the Council are
themselves introducng parking rstrictions on the West of the Sutton New Road due to people who
work on the estarn side parking their all day. If this was impasssable then this would not be an issue.

Page 39 of 47 – Labour clearly admit that their Summerfield ward is made up of the ‘community
areas towards the Edgbaston Reservoir area and towards Summerfield Park area’ given that even
Labour admit these are two different communities and that a walkway (old railway line) seperates
the two areas this two member ward should be split in half.

Page 44 of 47 – Tyburn Ward, they mention Erdington Hall Childrens Centre, this takes children from
as far into Gravelly Hill as Slade Road area. Therefore clear has links over the road Gravelly Hill.

Page 45 of 47 – They refer to the Harborne Walkway as a ‘natural barrier’ yet propose a ward that
crosses the same barrier up the road in their Summerfield Ward. They state that the Metchley Estate
both here an earlier under Harborne Ward, has more in common with the Hospital and University

than Harborne. Yet it take 8 minutes to get to the furthest part of Harborne High Street from the
Metchley Estate but over 20 minutes to walk to the University from the Metchley Estate.

Finally it removes the Edgbaston Crickt Ground from an Edgbaston Ward which locally is
unthinkable.

Street views of some of the areas of contention within the
draft proposals put forward by the commission
Source for images – Google Street View

North Birmingham
The only entrance to the Nocks Brickworks site, the site is in Erdington but the entrance is proposed to be in Pype
Hayes Ward.

The start of the Norton Shopping Centre, despite the houses on the right using this, as their local High Street the
draft proposals have the Birches Green area (to the right) in a different ward to Pype Hayes on the left.

This is Bromford Lane, to the left is Birches Green which is clearly separate from the Gravelly Hill
area, yet they have been put in the same ward. This large junction is clearly a suitable border for
a ward as a clear community barrier.

Station Road, Erdington, to the left is the proposed Short Heath Ward, to the right the proposed
Stockland Green Ward, as the Train Station directly ahead says all this area is actually Erdington

Faulkners Farm Drive, to the left the proposed Stockland Green Ward with the entrance to the
Park. However the actual road and houses built into the park on the right and around to the rear
are proposed for Perry Common Ward.

Warren Road, Kingstanding, the left, with the Elim Church, Kingstanding, has been put in Oscott
Ward but the right in Kingstanding, despite this being a quiet residential road.

Kingstanding Road, traditional border between Kingstanding and Oscott and a large 4 lane
highway with central reservation. Homes on the right were built over 30 years apart from the
homes on the left. The commission is suggesting these two areas should be combined, despite in
previous reivews agreeing this is an obvious barrier between communities.

Apollo Doctors surgery, on Kings Road, this surgery serves the Bandywood area of Oscott, yet
the doctors has been left in Oscott without its community by the commission. The Bandywood
area should be returned to Oscott to be with the community facilities residents use.

Welcome to Erdington sign, on Sutton Road outside of the Yenton Pub. The Yenton area is well
established as part of Erdington, not Pype Hayes as the commission has placed it.

West Birmingham
Icknield Street, A4540, the commission has included the Jewellery Quarter on the right with Winson Green on the
left. However it is clear that no shared community spreads across the 6 lane and central reservation road that
separates the two areas.

By contrast the City Centre on the left clearly has a close feel and identity with the Jewellery Quarter on the right of
the photo.

One of the entrances to Harborne Walkway where it goes under Portland Road. As can be seen it
is a clear barrier and so should be used as the ward boundary as it always has been previously
between Summerfield and Edgbaston Reservoir areas.

A close up of the walkway shows how dark it can be and how clearly community identity would
not stretch across the area.

South West Birmingham

The proposed boundary for between Edgbaston and Harborne Wards goes through this block of
flats. It then proceeds to split the Metchley estate

It joins the main road here where half the cul de sac seems to be in Harborne but half in
Edgbaston.

Tennal Road, the commission is proposing the left is in Quinton and the right in Harborne. Clearly
this is not as strong a boundary as the West Boulevard area.

Tennal Road continued, clearly this is a quiet residential road, it is not a clear defined ward
boundary yet each side is proposed for a different ward.

Lordswood Road is the parish and historic border between the Quinborne part of Quinton and
Harborne.

Court Oak Road, by Queens Park is again traditional border area with housing clearly separated
by a large park

Northfield Shopping Centre which is now in Bournville Ward under the draft scheme put forward
by the commission.

The canal overpass on the border of Cotteridge and Stirchley. As a cleaer marker this should be
the ward boundary

South Birmingham
Cartland Road, the King’s Heath triangle, as can be seen from the Kings Heath sign, once you
cross the railway line here you are in King’s Heath not Stirchley.

Billesley Lane, Moseley. It has been proposed by the commission that this quiet road should be
the ward boundary.

East Birmingham
Yardley Green Road, we propose moving the Small Heath boundary to here, as can be seen this
is a natural barrier between Small Heath to the left, behind the fence, and the Heartlands Ward to
the right.

Sutton Coldfield
We propose this location as being the boundary between Walmley and Reddicap

The commission proposal would put the border along Berryfields Road, a clearly residential
community

The commission split Bedford Road, with one side in Maney Ward and one in Roughley yet these
8 houses on the Maney side have been put in Roughley so the two halves of the road in Maney
have been split in half by the Roughley Ward.

